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4.1 Introduction

Advances in biotechnology are expanding the frontiers of

knowledge through scientific research and discoveries in

many fields, such as health and the environment. The

impact of scientific advances in this century is predicted

to be greater than the impact telecommunications and

computers in the last. However, because biotechnology

research often involves the manipulation of living things,

it can generate controversy, as well as excitement.1

Should scientists interfere with nature and alter life?

Should animals and humans be cloned? Should plants be

genetically modified? Should human embryos be created

or used for research purposes? All of these questions raise

moral, ethical and legal concerns. It is difficult to reach a

consensus in society as to whether these activities should

be undertaken since individuals and groups often hold

strong and diametrically opposed views.

Since 1999, the Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat

(“CBS”) has tracked public opinion regarding biotech-

nology and the public policy that surrounds it. The CBS

has consistently found in its opinion research that

Canadians are open-minded and supportive of the bene-

fits associated with biotechnology, especially those related

to medical discovery, an improved quality of life, and

new jobs. Two-thirds of those polled consider themselves

supportive of Canada’s focus on biotechnology, as long as

any potential risks are carefully managed and mitigated.2

This chapter focuses on the human rights issues that may

arise with respect to scientific research. Research using

embryonic stem cells derived from a human in vitro

embryo is used as an example throughout the chapter.

This example was chosen because there is a general aware-

ness of the scientific advances and promises respecting

this area of research, and there is a plethora of academic

commentary. Furthermore, the derivation and use of

embryonic stem cells from human embryos generates

widely differing moral, ethical and legal perspectives.3

4.2 Research Using an In Vitro Embryo

The possibility of using a human embryo for research

purposes became a reality in the late 1970s and the early

1980s with the growing success of in vitro fertilization.

Medical and scientific researchers began to use in vitro

embryos to derive embryonic stem cells in the hopes 

of using them to invent cures for debilitating and life-

threatening disease in humans.4 The use of human in vitro

embryos in such research is troubling to many individuals

since the derivation of stem cells from the embryo results

in its destruction. 
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1 Government of Canada, Biotechnology Transforming Society: Creating an
Innovative Economy and a Higher Quality of Life (Report on Biotechnology,
1998-2003) at 2.

2 Ibid. at 5.
3 Françoise Baylis, “Betwixt and Between Human Stem Cell Guidelines and

Legislation” (2002) 11 Health L. Rev. No. 1, 44-50 at 2 (QL).
4 Denise Stevens, “Embryonic Stem Cell Research: Will President Bush’s

Limitation on Federal Funding Put the United States at a Disadvantage?
A Comparison Between U.S. and International Law” (2003) 25 Hous. J Int’l 
L. 623 at 3 (Lexis Nexis). For example, the application of biotechnology to
reproductive materials, such as the in vitro embryo, may one day allow
scientists to grow replacement tissues or organs for transplant that would
not be rejected by the recipient. This technology could be used to solve the
current shortages of compatible tissues and organs for transplant.
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In some jurisdictions, researchers are able to create in vitro

embryos solely for research purposes as a source of

embryonic stem cells, either through in vitro fertilization,

somatic cell nuclear transfer5 (therapeutic cloning),

embryo splitting, or parthenogenesis.6 In these jurisdic-

tions, researchers have a continuous supply of in vitro

embryos and embryonic stem cells for their research

activities. In other jurisdictions, that only permit the

creation of in vitro embryos for reproductive purposes,

researchers must rely on individuals or couples to donate

their excess or supernumerary embryos to research, i.e.,

those in vitro embryos no longer required for reproductive

purposes.

4.3 Background

The science

There are five possible sources of embryonic stem cells: 

(1) an in vitro embryo created for reproductive purposes

and now considered supernumerary, (2) an in vitro

embryo created specifically for research by the fertilization

of an egg with sperm, (3) an in vitro embryo created by

therapeutic cloning, (4) an in vitro embryo created through

embryo splitting, and (5) an in vitro embryo created

through parthenogenesis.

Stem cells

Approximately five days after fertilization, when the in

vitro embryo becomes a blastocyst and has more than

100 cells, stem cells can be isolated from the inner cell

mass and cultured in the lab to form embryonic stem cell

lines. These cells are unique because they have the capacity

to self-renew and to differentiate into other tissues in the

body.7 The isolation and removal of these cells result in

the destruction of the embryo.8

Embryonic stem cell lines can grow and divide indefinitely.

They can also be frozen in small batches for future research

and distributed to other scientists,9 and they can be stimu-

lated to develop into any other cell type, such as nerve,

blood, brain or muscle cells. Many researchers regard

these microscopic cells as holding the key to future cures

and therapies. They could potentially be used to replace

damaged or diseased tissues or organs.10 Many diseases,

such as Parkinson’s disease and juvenile-onset diabetes,

result from the loss or dysfunction of certain cell types.

The replacement of those damaged cells could offer an

effective treatment or even a cure.11 Furthermore, stem

cells could be cultured in the laboratory to develop into

specific tissue or organs for transplant. It is in this area of

research that embryonic stem cells are thought to currently

offer the most hope.

When stem cells divide, they either remain stem cells or

become other more specialized cells. Theoretically, they

could divide indefinitely to replenish other cells.12 Most

specialized cells in the human body do not divide but

rather are replaced or replenished from populations of

stem cells already present in most of the tissues of the

body.13 These older stem cells are found in the tissues and

organs of the human body and are referred to as “adult

stem cells.”14

These stem cells are most prolific in those tissues and

organs that are constantly undergoing renewal, such as in

bone marrow, in the skin, and in the lining of the small
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5 “Somatic cell nuclear transfer” is a process whereby the nucleus of a human
egg is removed and replaced with the nucleus from a donor cell. The egg is
artificially stimulated and begins to develop as an in vitro embryo. (The
President’s Council on Bioethics, “Human Cloning and Human Dignity:
An Ethical Inquiry” (Washington, July 10, 2002) at 132.)
Online: http://www.bioethics.gov/reports/cloningreport/fullreport-print.html.

6 “Parthenogenesis” is a form of nonsexual reproduction in which eggs are
subjected to electrical shock or chemical treatment in order to initiate cell
division and embryonic development (The President’s Council on Bioethics,
“Human Cloning and Human Dignity: An Ethical Inquiry” (Washington,
July 10, 2002) at 132. Online: http://www.bioethics.gov/reports/
cloningreport/fullreport-print.html

7 These cells are considered “pluripotent,” meaning that they are able to 
give rise to most types of tissue but not capable of bringing a functioning
organism into existence. They can be kept alive in an artificial medium 
and will proliferate more or less indefinitely; ibid. (D. Stevens) at 4.

8 Supra note 4 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).
9 Dr. Ao Asangla, McGill University Montreal (e-mail correspondence April 6,

2004); Stem Cell Network, Research Overview. Online http://www.stemcell-
network.ca/research/overview.php/php Accessed April 2004; Opinion of the
European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies to the European
Commission, No. 15, Ethical Aspects of Human Stem Cell Research and
Use (November 14, 2000) at 4.

10 The U.S. National Bioethics Advisory Commission (established by executive
order of President Bill Clinton on October 3, 1995) Ethical Issues in Human
Stem Cell Research, Vol. I (Rockland, Maryland, September 1999) at 8.

11 Ibid. at 20.
12 For basic information about stem cells see: http://stemcells.nih.gov/stemcell/

whatAreStemCells.asp#1
13 Meredith Mariani “Stem Cell Legislation: An International and Comparative

Discussion” (2002) 28 J. Legis. 379 at 2-3 (Lexis Nexis).
14 Supra note 4 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).
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intestine.15 The cells in these tissues are constantly dying

and being replaced by cells from a subpopulation of

dividing stem cells that generate replacements for the

relatively short-lived, terminally differentiated cells.16

Adult stem cells have been found to have less capacity to

differentiate into other cell types, and their differentiation

patterns are less predictable and less well controlled, 

than embryonic stem cells. To date, scientists have not

been able to successfully grow large numbers of adult

stem cells in culture: these stem cells are difficult to

isolate and maintain.17 In addition, they do not possess

the same degree of “elasticity” as embryonic stem cells

because they serve the purpose of regeneration and repair

only in specific tissues and organs.18

Recent studies have shown that adult stem cells may 

have more therapeutic potential than originally thought.19

However, most scientists believe that research should

continue on both types of stem cells.20

Many scientists still contend that embryonic stem cells 

are the “most fundamental and extraordinary of the 

stem cells.”21 They have been termed the “essence of the

embryo” because they are the biological building blocks

that serve as the common ancestry of all 210 different

kinds of tissue in the human body.22

Sources of Stem Cells
Supernumerary in vitro embryos

When an individual or couple undergo in vitro fertilization

for reproductive purposes, many more in vitro embryos

are usually created than can be transferred in a single

treatment cycle. The remainder are usually frozen for their

future reproductive use. Once the individual or couple

complete their family, there are often frozen in vitro

embryos remaining in storage. Their disposition options

are limited to donating for the reproductive use of others,

donating to research or allowing them to perish. 

Those supernumerary in vitro embryos that are donated to

research can become a source of embryonic stem cells for

the scientist.

Embryos created for research

Along with the ability to fertilize a human egg with

human sperm outside a woman’s body for reproductive

purposes, came the possibility use such an in vitro embryo

for research purposes.

Therapeutic cloning

In 1997, Ian Wilmut at the Roslin Institute in Edinburgh,

Scotland, successfully cloned a ewe. Wilmut used somatic

nuclear cell transfer to create “Dolly,” the cloned ewe.

In February 2004, scientists in South Korea successfully

created 30 therapeutically cloned in vitro embryos, grew

them to the blastocyst stage (5–6 days) and derived a

pluripotent stem cell line from them.23 Scientists hope to

use the stem cells to repair damaged tissue and to treat a

variety of diseases.24 This was the first successful cloning

of human embryos and their successful growth to the

stage at which embryonic stem cells could be derived.25

Therapeutic cloning, sometimes referred to as somatic cell

nuclear transfer, uses the same process as reproductive

cloning. It involves the isolation of a somatic (i.e., body)

cell from a donor, such as a skin cell, and the removal of

the cell’s nucleus. The nucleus is then inserted into a

donated human egg whose nucleus has been removed.26

The egg is then stimulated electrically or chemically to

begin cell division and development into an embryo.27

The nucleus of the resulting embryo now contains only

the skin cell donor’s genetic material.28
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15 Supra note 10 at 12.
16 Ibid.
17 Supra note 4 at 4; Andrew Pollack, The Stem Cell Debate: Scientists Seek

Ways to Rebuild the Body, Bypassing the Embryos (N.Y. Times, Dec. 18,
2001) at F6; Meridith Mariani “Stem Cell Legislation: An International and
Comparative Discussion” (2002) 28 J. Legis. 379 at 4 (Lexis Nexis).

18 Supra note 13 at 4 (Lexis Nexis).
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Supra note 10 at 7 (Lexis Nexis).
22 Supra note 4 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).
23 The President’s Council on Bioethics, “Reproduction & Responsibility:

The Regulation of New Biotechnologies” (Pre-Publication Version)
(Washington, D.C., March 2004) at 127-8.

24 Canadian Broadcasting Services, “Scientists clone human embryos”
(February 12, 2004). Online: http://www.cbc.ca/dgi-bin/templates/
print.cgi?2004/02/12/clone04-212.

25 Supra note 23 at 128.
26 Supra note 4 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).
27 James J. McCartney, “Embryonic Stem Cell Research and Respect for

Human Life: Philosophical and Legal Reflections” (2002) 65 Alb. L. Rev. 597
at 3 (Lexis Nexis).

28 Supra note 4 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).



One might conclude that the resulting embryo is a clone or

replica of the skin-cell donor. However, this is questionable

since the plasma of the donated egg contains also contains

DNA (from the egg donor) in its mitochondria which is

different from the DNA in the embryo’s nucleus (donated

by the skin cell donor), and thus it is unlikely that the

cloned embryo is an exact replica of the skin cell donor.

The scientific theory underlying this process is that stem

cells removed from the therapeutically cloned in vitro

embryo would be compatible with the skin cell donor, 

so that any cells, tissues or organs created from the stem

cells could be transplanted into the donor without fear 

of rejection by the body. The customized cells, tissues 

or organs would contain the skin cell donor’s own genes,

and thus would not be attacked and destroyed by his 

or her immune system.29

It is important to note, however, that there is no

consensus on the issue of rejection or that somatic cell

nuclear transfer is the most effective process to address

this problem. Even if there is an immune rejection

problem associated with donated stem cells, there may be

other solutions to that problem that do not require the use

of therapeutically cloned in vitro embryos.30

Some scientists believe that as research proceeds, it may

be possible to bank stem cell lines derived from donated

in vitro embryos, or foetal tissue with defined major histo-

compatible complex backgrounds.31 Stem cell banks could

be developed and stocked with each type of stem cell,

similar to the system of typing and storing blood for

transfusion, to provide those in needs of stem cell therapy

with compatible cells. Other scientists believe it may be

possible to develop universal donor stem cell lines by

genetically manipulating the stem cells to reduce or

actively combat immune rejection.32

Embryo splitting

In the early 1990s, two scientists successfully used

embryo-splitting to produce a few genetically identical

organisms from the blastomeres of non-viable human in

vitro embryos. The experiment was conducted for purely

scientific objectives and without any intention of using

the embryos for reproductive purposes.33

In 1999, scientists successfully created, through embryo

splitting, the first nonhuman primate, a rhesus monkey

named Tetra. An eight-cell in vitro embryo was split to

produce a set of identical quadruplet embryos, each

consisting of two blastomeres. Two of the blastomeres

were inserted into empty zona pellucidas,34 creating one

set of quadruplets. A pair of the quadruplet embryos

were transferred into two fertile surrogate monkeys and

both became pregnant. Tetra, born at 157 days after an

uneventful pregnancy, resulted from one of the trans-

ferred embryos.35

Scientists could obtain a number of human in vitro

embryos for research purposes by removing several blas-

tomeres from a single donated in vitro embryo at the 4 to

16 cell stage of development.36 Each blastomere would

theoretically be capable of developing into a genetically

identical in vitro embryo in the laboratory. 

Parthenogenesis 

Scientists could create in vitro embryos through partheno-

genesis. The term “parthenogenesis” is derived from the

Greek words for “virgin birth.” This process subjects a

human egg to electrical shock or chemical stimulation that

causes it to begin cell division and embryonic develop-

ment, despite the absence of fertilization.37 In modern

biology, parthenogenesis refers to a form of reproduction
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29 Ibid. at 2-3 (Lexis Nexis).
30 Françoise Baylis, Testimony before the Senate Standing Committee on Social

Affairs, Science and Technology, February 26, 2004.
31 Statement of James Thomson, December 2, 1998. s. Hrg 105-939. Hearings

before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations United States:
Senate. One Hundred fifth congress. The term “histocompatible” means that
the tissues of different individuals would be compatible (Concise Oxford
Dictionary, 10th Ed.).

32 Statement of John Gearhart December 2, 1998. s. Hrg 105-939. Hearings
before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations United States:
Senate. One Hundred fifth congress.

33 Sonia Le Bris and Marie Hirtle, “Ethical and Legal Aspects of Human Cloning:
Comparative Approaches” in Bartha Maria Knoppers, ed., Socio-Ethical
Issues in Human Genetics (Cowansville: Les Éditions Yvon Blais Inc., 1998)
at 290.

34 The “zona pellucida” is the thick transparent membrane surrounding the
mammalian ovum before fertilization. (The Concise Oxford Dictionary,
10th Edition.)

35 A.W. s. Chan, et al., “Clonal Propagation of Primate Offspring by Embryo
Splitting” (2000) 287 Science at 317.

36 Supra note 33 at 290.
37 The President’s Council on Bioethics, “Human Cloning and Human Dignity:

An Ethical Inquiry” (Washington, July 10, 2002) at 132. Online:
http://www.bioethics.gov/report/cloningreport/fullreport-pring.html.



in which an egg develops into a new individual without

having been fertilized.38 This form of reproduction occurs

naturally among some insect species, such as bees and ants. 

In vitro embryos created through parthenogenesis would

be derived from an unfertilized human egg. These embryos

have only the genetic material of the female and thus are

unlikely to develop into an in vitro embryo that has the

potential for human life. 

In 2002, American researchers from Wake Forest

University School of Medicine, the Mayo Clinic and

Advanced Cell Technology Inc. reported that they had

developed a large variety of specialized cells, including

heart and brain cells, from embryonic monkey stem cells

obtained from an in vitro embryo created through parthe-

nogenesis. Dr. Varna, one of the researchers, noted that

“parthenogenesis offers an important new therapeutic

strategy for a host of medical conditions.” 39

4.4 Issues

This chapter discusses three issues that arise with respect

to scientific research. First, do researchers have a human

right to undertake research or scientific inquiry? Second,

do individuals have a right to enjoy the benefits and

applications of scientific progress? Finally, does the

purpose or method of creating a human in vitro embryo

alter its moral status? 

The discussion under each issue is organized under the

following headings: (1) relevant international and regional

instruments, (2) the law in other jurisdictions, (3) the law

in Canada, (4) a discussion, and (5) a conclusion. 

4.5 Issue 1: Is There a Human Right to
Undertake Scientific Inquiry?

In order to undertake research to derive and study

embryonic stem cells, scientists must have access to

in vitro embryos. The derivation of embryonic stem cells

from a human in vitro embryo results in its destruction.

For those individuals and jurisdictions that assign the

in vitro embryo the status of a human being with legal

rights, its use and destruction for research could not be

justified. Other individuals and jurisdictions have

differing views of the in vitro embryo. It is often considered

as either equivalent to other human tissue or as sui generis

and, although deserving of respect, a proper subject of

medical research.40

For those individuals and jurisdictions in the latter group,

research using in vitro embryos may be acceptable as long

as certain conditions are met. For example, in the United

Kingdom (“U.K.”), research on in vitro embryos is permitted,

but only with a licence from the Human Fertilisation and

Embryology Authority (“HFE Authority”) and is restricted

to the first fourteen days following fertilization.41 The

fourteenth day was chosen as the outer research limit in

the U.K.’s 1985 Warnock Report42 since it is the point in

development just prior to the appearance of the primitive

streak (the beginnings of a central nervous system) and

the development of the three germ layers in the embryo.43

For many people, these physiological developments signal

that the embryo is now a “unique individual” because it

can no longer twin.44 Prior to this point, the embryo can

cleave naturally or artificially to produce identical siblings.

For some individuals, up until this point, the embryo

cannot be considered a “human individual” because the

possibility still exists that the embryo could develop into

more than one individual of the human species.45

For others, the proposed moral dividing line set by the

fourteenth day limit is purely arbitrary. However, this

limit or “quasi-break” in the ontogeny of a human being

has come to be regarded as the legitimate demarcation

point in other countries, including Canada.46
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38 Sean Henahan, “Asexual Stem Cell Production” Access Excellence Science
Updates (02/05/02) Online: http://www.accessexcellence.org/WN/SU/
SU102001/parthenogenesis.html. Accessed April 7, 2004.

39 Advanced Cell Technology, “Researchers Develop Primate Stem Cells 
Without Creating Viable Embryos” (January 31, 2002). Online:
http://www.advancedcell.com/2002-01-31.htm. Accessed April 7, 2004.

40 See Chapter 2 for a more in-depth discussion of the status of the embryo.
41 Section 3(3)(a) of the Human Embryology and Fertilisation Act 1990, (c.37).
42 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Human Fertilisation and Embryology

(London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1984) (hereinafter referred to as
the Warnock Report).

43 M. Warnock, A Question of Life: The Warnock Report on Human Fertilisation
and Embryology (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985).

44 John A. Balint, “Ethical Issues in Stem Cell Research” (2002) 65 Alb. L. Rev.
729 at 2 (Lexis Nexis).

45 Supra note 29 at 4 to 5 (Lexis Nexis).
46 Matthew Herder, “The UK Model: Setting the Standard for Embryonic Stem

Cell Research?” (2002) 10 Health L. Rev. No. 2, 14–24, at 1 (Lexis Nexis).



In many jurisdictions, supernumerary in vitro embryos

may be donated for research purposes, including the

extraction of embryonic stem cells. However, some scien-

tists believe that unless they can therapeutically clone an

in vitro embryo as a source of stem cells that genetically

match the donor, essential research on certain medical

therapies and cures would be precluded. 

4.5.1 International and Regional Instruments

The rights set out in the UDHR47 informed the ICESCR48

and the ICCPR.49 Article 19 of the ICCPR states:

1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions

without interference.

2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expres-

sion; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive

and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regard-

less of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in

print, in the form of art, or through any other

media of choice.

3. The exercise of the rights provided for in para-

graph 2 of this article carries with it special duties

and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to

certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as

are produced by law and are necessary:

a. For respect of the rights or reputations of

others;

b. For the protection of national security or of

public order (ordre public), or of public health 

or morals. [emphasis added]

The Human Rights Committee (“HRC”) in General

Comment 10 notes that paragraph 2 of article 19 provides

two different but related rights, i.e., the right to dissemi-

nate information and ideas of all kinds and the right to

seek and receive ideas and information of all kinds,

regardless of the forum or the type of medium.50

General Comment 10 further notes that paragraph 3 of

article 19 provides that certain restrictions can be imposed

on the right to freedom of expression. State-imposed

restrictions must be provided by law and must fulfil one

of the purposes set out in paragraph 3, i.e., to protect the

rights or reputations of others, and/or to protect national

security, public order, public health or morals.51

The ICESCR provides in article 15(3):

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant under-

take to respect the freedom indispensable for

scientific research and creative activity. [emphasis

added]

As noted in Chapter 1, Canada is a party to the ICCPR

and the ICESCR. 

UNESCO’s Universal Declaration on the Human Genome 

and Human Rights52 sets out the following principles in

articles 11 and 12: 

Article 11

Practices contrary to human dignity, such as reproduc-

tive cloning of human beings, shall not be permitted.

States and competent international organizations are

invited to co-operate in identifying such practices

and in taking, at national or international level, the

measures necessary to ensure that the principles 

set out in this Declaration are respected. 

[emphasis added]
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47 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA Res. 217 (III) GOAR, 3rd Sess.,
Supp. No. 13, UN Doc. A/810 (1948), [hereinafter UDHR].

48 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
16 December 1966, 993 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976),
[hereinafter ICESCR].

49 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 19 December 1966,
999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976), [hereinafter ICCPR].

50 Sarah Joseph et al., The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:
Cases, Materials, and Commentary (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000)
at 387.

51 Ibid. at 391.
52 Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights,

11 November 1997, [hereinafter Universal Declaration]. Online:
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev/php@URL_ID=13177&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&
URL_SECTION=201.html Accessed March 24, 2004. The Universal
Declaration was unanimously endorsed by the United Nations General
Assembly on December 9, 1998



Article 12

a. Benefits from advances in biology, genetics and

medicine, concerning the human genome, shall 

be made available to all, with due regard for the

dignity and human rights of each individual.

b. Freedom of research, which is necessary for the progress

of knowledge, is part of freedom of thought. The appli-

cations of research, including applications in

biology, genetics and medicine, concerning the

human genome, shall seek to offer relief from

suffering and improve the health of individuals

and humankind as a whole. [emphasis added]

The Préparatoires53 to the Universal Declaration notes that

article 11 specifically cites reproductive cloning “to repli-

cate individuals” as an example of an activity that would

be contrary to human dignity, but it makes no reference 

to therapeutic cloning.54 With respect to article 12, the

Travaux Préparatoires notes that paragraph (a) reaffirms an

individual’s right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress.

This is also included in two of the major human rights texts,

i.e., the UDHR and the ICESCR.55 States are to balance the

right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress with the

researcher’s intellectual property rights in the research

findings. Furthermore, the Travaux Préparatoires notes that

this principle should be applied and implemented in light

of the state’s available material and human resources.56

The Travaux Préparatoires notes that while article 12(b)

recognizes that freedom of thought is “indispensable for

scientific research and creative activity,” it is to be viewed

as a corollary to the individual’s right to enjoy the benefits

of scientific progress. In addition, the Travaux Préparatoires

refers to UNESCO’s Recommendation on the Status of Scientific

Researchers, which asks states to respect “the autonomy and

freedom of research necessary to scientific progress.”57

The UNESCO Recommendation on the Status of Scientific

Researchers58 was adopted by the General Conference on

November 20, 1974. Under the heading The civic and

ethical aspect of scientific research, the document provides

that member states should encourage conditions in which

researchers have the right to “work in a spirit of intellec-

tual freedom to pursue, expound and defend the scientific

truth as they see it.”59

Principle 37 obliges states to encourage those who employ

researchers to allow them freedom to publish the results

of their work. The restrictions placed on researchers’

rights to publish their findings should be minimized.60

The Council of Europe’s Convention on Human Rights and

Biomedicine61 (“Convention”) states:

Article 15 — General rule

Scientific research in the field of biology and medicine

shall be carried out freely, subject to the provisions 

of this Convention and the other legal provisions

ensuring the protection of the human being.

[emphasis added]

Article 18 — Research on embryos in vitro

1. Where the law allows research on embryos 

in vitro, it shall ensure adequate protection of 

the embryo.

2. The creation of human embryos for research

purposes is prohibited.

The Convention’s Explanatory Report62 notes that, with

respect to article 15, freedom to conduct research is justi-

fied by humanity’s right to knowledge and by the benefits

of such research to patients’ health and well-being.63

Paragraph 96 notes, however, that such freedom is not to

be taken as absolute. In the context of medical research,
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limits provided by other fundamental rights set out in 

the Convention, and other legal concepts such as human

dignity, operate as a check on the scientist’s conduct and

freedom of research.64

With regard to article 18, the Explanatory Report states that

paragraph (1) sets out the importance, for those countries

that allow research using an in vitro embryo, to have

legislation in place to adequately protect the embryo.65

Although the Convention does not take a position on

embryo research, the second paragraph specifically

prohibits the creation of a human in vitro embryo for

research purposes.66

In 1998, the Council of Europe issued an amendment to

its Convention entitled “Additional Protocol to the Convention

on the Prohibition of Cloning Human Beings”67 (“Protocol”).

Article 1 states that any intervention to create a human

being that is genetically identical to another human being

is prohibited. The Explanatory Report to the Protocol notes

that “one has to distinguish between three situations:

cloning of cells as a technique, use of embryonic cells 

in cloning techniques, and cloning of human beings”

through embryo splitting or therapeutic cloning.68

The Explanatory Report notes that the Protocol is not

intended to prohibit the cloning of cells and tissue for

research purposes to develop medical applications. In

fact, the Explanatory Report states that:

debracloning as a biomedical technique is an impor-

tant tool for the development of medicine, especially

for the development of new therapies. The provisions

in this Protocol shall not be understood as prohibiting

cloning techniques in cell biology.69

The Protocol clearly prohibits reproductive cloning to

create a human being. Rather than specifically prohibiting

therapeutic cloning for research purposes, it notes instead

that this process is an important tool for medical research.

As noted in Chapter 3, although Canada is not a member

of the Council of Europe, it has observer status. In the

event of a dispute in Canada, the courts could be referred

to the Convention and the Protocol as examples of how the

countries in Europe have dealt with these issues.

In 2000, the European Union proclaimed the Charter of

Fundamental Rights (“European Charter”).70 Article 10

provides the right to freedom of thought. Article 11

provides the right to freedom of expression, including 

the right to hold opinions and to impart information and

ideas without interference by public authority and regard-

less of frontiers.71 Article 13 states that “scientific research

shall be free of constraint.”72 The Preamble states that 

the enjoyment of the fundamental freedoms protected 

by the European Charter entails responsibilities and duties 

to other persons, to the human community and to 

future generations.73

4.5.1.1 Conclusion

Of all the international and regional instruments 

referred to above, the ICCPR and the ICESCR are the 

only instruments that are binding on Canada. While the

UNESCO instruments and the European Convention 

are not binding, they can be referred to by the Canadian

courts to inform its interpretation of the Charter and of

domestic law. Often the courts do not make principled

distinctions between binding and nonbinding instruments,

but seem to selectively refer to instruments for interpre-

tive purposes.

4.5.2 The Law in Other Jurisdictions

The following sets out legislation in the United States (“U.S.”)

and the U.K. which may impact on researchers’ rights.
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The U.S. 

Although federal legislation does not specifically prohibit

research on an in vitro embryo, there is legislation

prohibiting the federal funding of certain research

activities. In 1997, President Clinton issued a Presidential

Directive prohibiting federal funding by any federal

agencies for human cloning.74 In 1998, the President

issued a Statement of Administration Policy supporting

an amendment to a Senate bill on cloning that would

have prohibited reproductive cloning to produce humans, 

but permitted therapeutic cloning for the purpose of

obtaining embryonic stem cells. The Statement, however,

did not have the force or effect of the 1997 Directive.75

On August 9, 2001, President Bush announced that federal

funding would only be available for research using embry-

onic stem cell lines that were created prior to that date.

This decision meant that federal monies would not be

made available to create any new embryonic stem cell

lines.76 This restriction has created problems for American

researchers. As of March 14, 2004, there were 78 embry-

onic stem cell lines approved for federal funding.

Concerns have been expressed about the limited value of

these stem cell lines since they were grown on and are

contaminated with mouse feeder cells, which limit their

possible usefulness in therapies to treat humans.77 If they

were intended for transfer into a human, they would have

to be treated as a xenotransplant.78

Although there are restrictions on federal funding for

embryonic stem cell research in the U.S., there is no federal

legislation prohibiting therapeutic cloning, embryo split-

ting or parthenogenesis to derive embryonic stem cells. 

In February 2003, the U.S. House of Representatives

passed the Human Cloning Prohibition Act.79 It would ban

all human cloning, both reproductive and therapeutic. At

the same time, its companion bill, s. 245, was introduced

into the Senate and referred to the Senate Committee on

Health, Education, Labour and Pensions.80 At the time of

writing, it is unclear whether there would be enough votes

in the Senate to pass s. 245.81

Some legislation does exist at the state level. In 1997,

California passed a law prohibiting all forms of cloning.

Since that time, Rhode Island, Virginia and New Jersey

passed similar legislation. Arkansas, Iowa, Michigan,

Louisiana and North Dakota have legislation in place

prohibiting both reproductive and therapeutic cloning.82

In 2002, however, California relaxed its position and

passed new legislation promoting stem cell research,

including research on stem cells obtained from therapeu-

tically cloned in vitro embryos.83 New Jersey recently

followed suit passing legislation that permits therapeutic

cloning to obtain embryonic stem cells for research

purposes.84 The New Jersey statute permits research

involving the derivation and use of human embryonic

stem cells, germ cells and adult stem cells from any

source, including therapeutically cloned in vitro

embryos.85

U.S. Constitution

Although there is no specific reference in the United States

Constitution to a right of scientific inquiry, it is a highly

valued principle in the U.S. Scientific theories have been

protected because of the American ethos of the “sanctity

of knowledge and the value of intellectual freedom.”86
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Within the American Bill of Rights, the First Amendment

right to free speech and the Fourteenth Amendment 

right to personal liberty are considered by some to

encompass a constitutionally protected right of scientific

inquiry.87 The U.S. Supreme Court has not had the oppor-

tunity to determine whether these rights include a right 

to research and if so, the scope of that right. The First

Amendment provides:

Congress shall make no law respecting an establish-

ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of 

the press; or the right of the people peaceably to

assemble, and to petition the government for a

redress of grievances.88 [emphasis added]

The relevant portion of the Fourteenth Amendment

provides:

[n]o state shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States; nor shall any state deprive any person

of life, liberty, or property, without due process of

law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction

the equal protection of the laws.”89

Case law

In Branzburg v. Hayes90 (“Branzburg”), the U.S. Supreme

Court extended First Amendment protection to the gath-

ering of the news as a precursor to speech.91 The Court

noted that the informative function of the press is also

performed by lecturers, political pollsters, novelists,

academic researchers, and dramatists.92

In Buckley v. Valeo93 (“Buckley”), the U.S. Supreme Court

broadly interpreted the First Amendment’s freedom of

speech to include and protect the act of donating money

to finance political speech, including the act of donating

money to a particular candidate, since it involved the

symbolic act of expressing support.94 In Meyer v. Nebraska,95

the Court held that the right to liberty in the Fourteenth

Amendment encompassed the freedom to “acquire useful

knowledge… and generally to enjoy those privileges long

recognized at common law as essential to the orderly

pursuit of happiness by free men.”96

Summary

Jurisdiction under the American Bill of Rights although

not specifically dealing with a right to undertake scientific

research, suggests that freedom of speech includes broad

rights to inform or communicate (Branzburg, supra) and

the physical activities association with expression

(Buckley, supra).

The U.K.

In 2000, the Donaldson Report97 was tabled in Parliament.

It contained the findings of an expert group that had been

appointed by the government to review and assess the

anticipated benefits, risks and alternative of new areas of

research using human embryos, and to advise the govern-

ment as to whether such research should be permitted.98

The first recommendation in the Donaldson Report was

that research using in vitro embryos, either supernu-

merary, created by therapeutic cloning or by fertilization,

should be permitted, subject to the controls in the HFE

Act.99 The Donaldson Report noted that many people in the

U.K. have ethical concerns regarding the therapeutic

cloning of embryos for research purposes. The expert

group stated that the potential benefits of research, using

cloned embryos to derive stem cells to treat a number of

degenerative disorders, outweighed the ethical concerns.

This was especially so because any research would be

subject to certain conditions, tight controls, and the 

oversight of the HFE Authority. 
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In 2001, the House of Commons passed regulations to 

the HFE Act permitting the therapeutic cloning of in vitro

embryos in order to extract stem cells for research

purposes. This controversial vote had been delayed

pending the outcome of a High Court decision on a

ProLife Alliance challenge to the regulations.100

The ProLife Alliance sought judicial review of the HFE

regulations, specifically that the definition of embryo under

the HFE Act could not include cloned embryos since they

are not created through reproduction. If that were the case,

the HFE Authority would not be able to issue licences to

allow therapeutic cloning and the retrieval of stem cells 

for research. The High Court agreed with the ProLife

Alliance.101

The government appealed, and the Court of Appeal over-

turned the High Court’s decision, by holding a legislative

intent to include cloned embryos in the definition. In

2003, the HFE Authority granted its first licence to the

Roslin Institute to allow the derivation of stem cells from

human in vitro embryos.102

4.5.3 The Law in Canada

No legislation in Canada provides researchers with a

specific right of inquiry or research. Guidance documents

set out the ethical principles to be followed by researchers

in order to qualify for federal funding, but there are no

provisions in the documents that suggest a right to research. 

Royal Commission on New Reproductive
Technologies

The Royal Commission on New Reproductive Tech-

nologies (“Royal Commission”) in its 1993 report, entitled

Proceed with Care: Final Report of the Royal Commission on

New Reproductive Technologies (“Final Report”), included 

a discussion regarding research using human embryos.

(The term “zygotes” is used by the Commission.103) 

There is a brief reference to embryonic stem cells under the

heading “Future Directions in Embryo Research.”104 The

Royal Commission noted that the study of embryonic stem

cells could yield important information about cell division

which could assist in the understanding of diseases, 

such as cancer.105 The scant attention paid to embryonic

stem cells is likely due to the fact that they were only

successfully derived from in vitro embryos and cultured in

1998, well after the completion of the Final Report.106

The Final Report did, however, make several general

recommendations with respect to research using in vitro

embryos. For example, the Royal Commission recom-

mended that research on embryos should be restricted to

the first 14 days of development, and an in vitro embryo

should only be used for research when the gamete

providers have consented to such a use.107 With respect 

to cloning, the Final Report noted in Chapter 22 that

during public consultations concerns were raised regarding

the possibility that cloning techniques might be used in

the future to create human beings.108

Tri-Council Policy Statement

In 1998, the three Funding Councils of Canada109 released

their policy statement, the Tri-Council Policy Statement:

Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans110 (“TCPS”).

The TCPS sets out the ethical principles to which

researchers and research institutions must comply in

order to receive government funding. 

The TCPS notes that the cardinal principle for research

involving humans is respect for human dignity, which
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forms the basis of the ethical obligations in research.111

Section 9 sets out the standards or criteria for researchers to

apply when researching on human embryos. For example,

article 9.4 states that it is unacceptable to create human

embryos specifically for research purposes. Article 9.4(a)

states that research on in vitro embryos that are excess to a

person’s reproductive needs is ethically acceptable, as long

as the persons whose gametes were used to create the

embryos have given their free and informed consent and

there has been no exchange of money or services for the

embryo.112 Article 9.5 states that it is ethically unacceptable

to undertake research that involves the cloning of a human

being, including therapeutic cloning.113

The Canadian Institutes of Health Research

The Canadian Institutes of Health Research (“CIHR”), a

federal funding agency for health research, has published

guidelines for research using human stem cells entitled

Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Research: Guidelines for CIHR-

Funded Research114 (“Guidelines”). The Guidelines came

into effect on March 4, 2002. They set out the conditions

under which the CIHR will fund stem cell research, as

well as the types of research that will not be eligible 

for funding.115

Article 1 of the Guidelines states that the TCPS applies to 

all research and institutions that receive funding from the

CIHR.116 Article 4 states that a Stem Cell Oversight Com-

mittee will be established to conduct an ethical review of 

all stem cell research proposals. In order to receive funding,

stem cell research proposals must be approved by this com-

mittee.117 Article 5 states that the CIHR will establish a stem

cell registry consisting of all human embryonic stem cell

lines generated using research funds from the CIHR.118

Article 7.1 provides a list of research activities that are

eligible for CIHR funding. Research to derive and study

embryonic stem cells will be eligible for funding, provided

that the embryos were originally created for reproductive

purposes, became supernumerary and were donated 

to research.119

Article 7.4 contains a list of research that will not be funded.

Research involving the creation of an in vitro embryo solely

to derive stem cells, as well as research involving thera-

peutic cloning, will not be eligible for funding.120

It is important to note that neither the TCPS nor the

Guidelines apply to privately funded research in Canada.

Only research funded by the government is required to

comply with these principles. 

The Assisted Human Reproduction Act

Certain parts of the Assisted Human Reproduction Act121

(“AHR Act”) were proclaimed in force on April 22, 2004.

This included a majority of the prohibitions, including

prohibitions against the creation of a cloned in vitro

embryo and against the creation of an in vitro embryo for

research purposes (sections 5(1)(a) and (b) of the Act). A

contravention of the prohibitions could result in significant

penal sanctions based on the federal criminal law head of

power in section 91(27) of the Constitution Act, 1867. 

Sections 5(1)(a) and (b) of the Act states:

5. (1) No person shall knowingly

a. create a human clone by using any technique, 

or transplant a human clone into a human

being or into any non-human life form or

artificial device;

b. create an in vitro embryo for any purpose 

other than creating a human being or improving

or providing instruction in assisted human

reproduction;
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Section 60 of the Act provides:

60.A person who contravenes any of sections 5 to 9 is

guilty of an offence and

a. is liable, on conviction on indictment, to a fine

not exceeding $500,000 or to imprisonment for

a term not exceeding ten years or to both; or

b. is liable, on summary conviction, to a fine not

exceeding $250,000 or to imprisonment for a

term not exceeding four years, or to both.

Section 5(1)(b) provides a very narrow exemption to the

prohibition on creating an in vitro embryo for research

purposes. It allows the creation of an in vitro embryo for

research if the purpose is to improve the health and safety

of assisted human reproduction (“AHR”) procedures for

women or embryos. 

The AHR Act allows research on supernumerary in vitro

embryos, including research to derive embryonic stem

cells. The researcher will require a licence from the future

Assisted Human Reproduction Agency (“Agency”) and

the Agency will have to be satisfied that the use of a

human in vitro embryo is necessary for the proposed

research project (s. 40(2) of the Act). 

Although the AHR Act prohibits therapeutic cloning 

and embryo splitting, it is silent with respect to research

using embryonic stem cells obtained from such embryos.

That is because such research is beyond the scope 

of the AHR Act which is primarily about assisted

reproduction. 

As noted earlier, the CIHR Guidelines provide that only

research using stem cells obtained from supernumerary

in vitro embryos will be eligible for federal funding. It

should be noted, however, that the CIHR Guidelines do

not have the force of law but rather provide criteria

necessary for researchers to meet if they wish to receive

government funding. Research that is privately funded 

is not required to comply with the Guidelines.

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (“Charter”)

protects freedom of expression. Section 2(b) of the Charter

provides:

2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:

b. freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expres-

sion, including freedom of the press and other

media of communication;

The rights and freedoms set out in the Charter are not

absolute. The state can limit Charter rights and freedoms,

as long as it can justify the limitation as reasonable in a

free and democratic society. Section 1 of the Charter states:

1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guar-

antees the rights and freedoms set out in it subject

only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law

as can be demonstrably justified in a free and

democratic society.

Case law

The following discussion provides some of the leading

jurisprudence regarding freedom of expression in

section 2(b) of the Charter. This jurisprudence would be

relevant to the courts consideration of a claim regarding 

a possible Charter-protected right to research.

In Irwin Toy v. Québec (Attorney General) (“Irwin Toy”),122

the Supreme Court of Canada was asked, among other

things, whether Quebec’s legislation prohibiting advertising

directed at persons under the age of 13 years, violated

section 2(b) of the Charter. A majority of the Court held

that the legislation constituted limitations on freedom of

expression, but that such limitations were justified by the

government under section 1 of the Charter.123

In reaching its decision, a majority of the Court made the

following comments about freedom of expression:

“Expression has both a content and a form, and the

two can be inextricably connected. Activity is expressive

if it attempts to convey meaning. That meaning is 
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its content. Freedom of expression was entrenched 

in our Constitutiondebrato ensure that everyone can

manifest their thoughts, opinions, beliefs, indeed all

expressions of the heart and mind, however unpop-

ular, distasteful or contrary to the mainstream. Such

protection is… ”fundamental” because in a free,

pluralistic and democratic society we prize a diversity

of ideas and opinions for their inherent value both to

the community and to the individualdebraFor Rand J.

of the Supreme Court of Canada, it was “little less

vital to man’s mind and spirit than breathing is to his

physical existence”… And as the European Court

stated… freedom of expression… is applicable not

only to “information” or “ideas” that are favourably

received or regarded as inoffensive or as a matter of

indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or

disturb the State or any sector of the population. 

Such are the demands of [sic] that pluralism, tolerance

and broadmindedness without which there is no

“democratic society.”124 [emphasis added]

The majority noted that the approach to freedom of

expression should be broad and inclusive.125 Activity that

conveys or attempts to convey a meaning in a non-violent

form of expression would fall within the Charter-protected

sphere of conduct.126

In R. v. Butler (“Butler”), 127 the respondent had been

charged under the Criminal Code with various counts of

selling and possessing obscene material for the purposes

of sale or distribution. The Supreme Court of Canada was

asked whether certain published and video materials that

depicted sexual activity for sale and rent in Mr. Butler’s

store met the Criminal Code definition of obscene. Mr. Butler

alleged that the Criminal Code provision violated his

Charter guarantee of freedom of expression.128

The trial judge held that the obscene material was protected

by the guarantee of freedom of expression in section 2(b) of

the Charter. The judge convicted Butler on some charges and

acquitted him on others. The Crown appealed. A majority 

of the Court of Appeal allowed the appeal and convicted

Butler on all counts. The Court held that the materials in

question fell outside the protection of the Charter since they

constituted purely physical activity and involved undue

exploitation and degradation of human sexuality.129

Butler appealed. The Supreme Court held that the Court

of Appeal erred in concluding that because the materials

in question depicted purely physical activity, they fell

outside of Charter protection under section 2(b). The

Supreme Court stated that just because the subject matter

of the materials is physical activity, “debrathis does not

mean that the materials do not convey or attempt to

convey meaning such that they are without expressive

content.”130 The Court referred to the example, provided

in Irwin Toy, supra, of parking a car, which although a

physical activity, could be regarded as conveying a

message. In that case, the Court concluded that purely

physical activity, such as parking a car, could be under-

taken to protest an unfair method of assigning parking

spaces and thus convey a message.131 In allowing Butler’s

appeal, the Supreme Court noted that activities cannot be

excluded from the scope of the guaranteed freedom on

the basis of the content or meaning being conveyed.132

In addition, the Court stated that “the content of a state-

ment cannot deprive it of the protection accorded by

section 2(b), no matter how offensive.”133

In R. v. Keegstra (“Keegstra”),134 the Supreme Court of

Canada was asked whether the Criminal Code provision,

making the wilful promotion of hatred against identifiable

groups a criminal offence, infringed the right to freedom

of expression in section 2(b) of the Charter. The defendant,

a high school teacher, had taught his students that Jews

had “created the Holocaust to gain sympathy,” and that

they were “deceptive, secretive and inherently evil.” His

students were expected to reflect these views in their

papers and exams if they wished to get good grades.135

A majority of the Supreme Court held that the Criminal Code

provision infringed freedom of expression. In so finding,

the majority stated that “the term ‘expression’ as used in
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section 2(b) of the Charter embraces all content of expression

irrespective of the particular meaning or message sought 

to be conveyed.”136 The majority held that the legislative

provision prohibited communications which convey

meaning, in this case communications intended to promote

hatred against the Jews, and thus infringed Keegstra’s right

to freedom of expression guaranteed by the Charter.137

However, because the government justified the infringe-

ment, under section 1 of the Charter, the Criminal Code

provision was held to be constitutionally valid.138

Justice McLachlin, as she was then, wrote the dissent 

in Keegstra. She noted that freedom of expression is the

pivotal freedom on which all other rights and freedoms

depend. “Without the freedom to comment and criticize,

other fundamental rights and freedoms may be subverted

by the state.”139 McLachlin J. affirmed the importance of

freedom of expression to the marketplace of ideas where

although truth may not always emerge, that “does not

negate the essential validity of the… value of the market-

place of ideas.”140

On reviewing the jurisprudence, she noted that to deter-

mine the scope of freedom of expression, it is necessary 

to consider the benefits to be gained from the pursuit 

of truth and creativity in science, art, industry and other

endeavours. Justice McLachlin noted that the guarantees

to freedom of expression found in international instru-

ments, such as the ICESCR and the European Convention

for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,

explicitly permit a wide variety of limitations on the

freedom, unlike the Charter, which provides a more

comprehensive guarantee.141

Advocating a broad interpretation of section 2(b),

McLachlin J. noted that if freedom of expression is

curtailed by the state:

debra[s]cientists may well think twice before

researching and publishing results of research

suggesting difference between ethnic or racial

groups… even political debate on crucial issues such

as immigration, educational language rights, foreign

ownership and trade may be tempered. These

matters go to the heart of the traditional justifications

for protecting freedom of expression.142

In Little Sisters Book and Art Emporium v. Canada (Minister

of Justice) (“Little Sisters”),143 a gay and lesbian bookstore,

charged with importing erotica from the U.S. contrary to

the Customs Act, alleged that the Act infringed its freedom

of expression under section 2(b) and its equality rights

under section 15 of the Charter. In concluding that the

legislative provisions infringed section 2(b), a majority 

of the Supreme Court noted that:

debrafreedom of expression is central to our identity 

as individuals and to our collective well-being as a

society. Doubt about justification should be resolved

in its [freedom of expression] favour.144

Finally, in R. v. Sharpe (“Sharpe”),145 the Supreme Court

was asked whether possession of expressive material

contrary to the Criminal Code, in the form of child porno-

graphy, is protected by the right to freedom of expression

in section 2(b) of the Charter. A majority of the Court 

held that the mere possession of child pornography was

protected by the right to freedom of expression and, in this

case, the Court held that the government failed to justify

the Criminal Code offence, under section 1 of the Charter. 

McLachlin C.J., writing for the majority, noted that some

of the values protected by a guarantee to freedom of

expression include artistic creativity, education, medical

research or other public purposes.146 In reaching a

decision, Chief Justice McLachlin noted:

Among the most fundamental rights possessed 

by Canadians is freedom of expression. It makes

possible our liberty, our creativity and our democracy.

It does this by protecting not only “good” and
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popular expression, but also unpopular or even

offensive expression. The right to freedom of expression

rests on the conviction that the best route to truth,

individual flourishing and peaceful coexistence in a

heterogeneous society in which people hold divergent and

conflicting beliefs lies in the free flow of ideas and images.

If we do not like an idea or an image, we are free to

argue against it or simply turn away. But, absent

some constitutionally adequate justification, we

cannot forbid a person from expressing it.

[… ]

Nevertheless, freedom of expression is not absolute.

Our Constitution recognizes that Parliament… 

can sometimes limit some forms of expression.

Overarching considerations, like the prevention of

hate that divides society… or prevention of harm that

threatens vulnerable members of our society… may

justify prohibitions on some kinds of expression in

some circumstances… however, any attempt to

restrict the right must be subjected to the most 

careful scrutiny.147 [emphasis added]

The Chief Justice described section 2(b) as providing 

a continuum of intellectual and expressive freedom,

consisting of “freedom of thought, belief, opinion and

expression.”148 She noted that the right to possess 

expressive material is:

debraintegrally related to the development of thought,

belief, opinion and expressiondebra[W]ithout the 

right to possess expressive material, freedom of

thought, belief, opinion and expression would be

compromised.149

4.5.4 Academic Literature and Other Commentary

The issue of cloning and embryonic stem cell research has

generated a substantial amount of academic writing and

commentary at both the national and international levels.

In 2001, the International Bioethics Committee (“IBC”) 

of UNESCO issued its final report entitled The Use of

Embryonic Stem Cells in Therapeutic Research (“UNESCO

Report”).150 The UNESCO Report provides a description of

the science and potential therapeutic applications of

embryonic stem cells, and the various religious, ethical and

philosophical positions regarding stem cell research.151

It notes that any debate on these issues will evoke strong

positions and convictions making it very difficult for a

State to reach a consensus.152 The IBC concludes that

individual States must initiate dialogue on these issues

amongst its citizens to identify which positions to adopt.

If a State permits these research activities, it should

ensure that they can only be conducted within a state-

sponsored regulatory framework which provides

appropriate guidelines and ensures the assessment of

ethical considerations. States should facilitate research

into alternative sources for stem cell lines, such as adult

stem cells and therapeutic cloning.153 Finally, the

UNESCO Report concludes that research involving the

embryo should be carried out in accordance with the

principles set out in the UDHR and the Universal

Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights.154

At least one Canadian academic, Barbara Billingsley, has

examined a possible ban on therapeutic cloning as a

source of embryonic stem cells in the context of freedom

of expression. Billingsley queries whether a federal pro-

hibition on therapeutic cloning would constitute an

unjustifiable violation of a person’s Charter-protected

right to freedom of expression.155 Billingsley notes that

the Supreme Court of Canada has not had the opportu-

nity to determine whether scientific or medical research

constitutes “expression” under section 2(b) of the

Charter.156 However, she observes that the Court has

generally defined “expression” to “include any activity

which conveys or attempts to convey meaning and which

is non-violent.”157
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Billingsley notes that to date the Court has taken a broad

“content neutral” approach to the right in section 2(b).

The Supreme Court considers this right important enough

for constitutional protection since it allows people to seek

and attain truth, to participate in social and political

decision-making and to pursue individual self-fulfilment

and flourishing. As long as an activity related to one of

these purposes is communicative, it will be protected

under section 2(b), even if the expression has little moral

value, such as hate propaganda and child pornography.158

Billingsley ponders whether the courts would consider

therapeutic cloning to constitute expression, i.e., does it

attempt to communicate a meaning. Neither the Supreme

Court of Canada nor the U.S. Supreme Court has consid-

ered whether medical research constitutes expression. 

One could argue that the physical process of creating a

cloned embryo is non-communicative. Billingsley argues,

however, that the process could be viewed as communi-

cative since it is essentially a response to an inquiry or a

hypothesis. The physical experiment is undertaken in an

attempt to respond to the inquiry or to test the hypothesis,

“for the purpose of communicating a meaning or a message

to the researcher.”159 These purposes are in accordance with

the underlying purposes of section 2(b), i.e., the pursuit of

truth, self-fulfilment and societal advancement.160

Billingsley suggests that the experiment or process 

itself may be viewed as communicating a message. The

researcher, by undertaking the research, communicates to

others the message that he or she believes that therapeutic

cloning and stem cell research have the potential to offer a

cure for certain diseases.161 In the alternative, she argues

that the physical activity necessary for therapeutic cloning

could be considered to be inseparable from the expressive

activity of recording or disseminating the results of such

research. It is clear that one can’t have research results

without first having conducted the research. 

Billingsley notes that the Supreme Court has specifically

held that violent activity will not be protected by

section 2(b). She ponders whether the courts might

consider the derivation of stem cells from a cloned human

embryo as a violent activity since it requires the inten-

tional destruction of the in vitro embryo.162 In Keegstra,

supra, the SCC stated that for the purposes of section 2(b),

violence is “expression communicated directly through

physical harm.”163 This may depend on whether the

courts would consider the destruction of an in vitro

embryo to be either violence or even murder.164

There is much American commentary on the possibility

that a legislated ban on human cloning would infringe

researchers’ First Amendment right to free speech and/or

their Fourteenth Amendment right to personal liberty.

While some academic commentators argue that there is

no constitutional right to engage in scientific research,

such as the derivation of embryonic stem cells, others

argue that the courts would find that scientific inquiry 

is protected speech under the First Amendment. 

Before examining American academic commentary on

the U.S. freedom of speech, it is important to highlight a

significant distinction between the Charter and the United

States Constitution. Section 1 of the Charter provides the

state with an opportunity to justify an infringement as 

a reasonable limitation in a free and democratic society. 

For example, section 1 of the Charter made it possible in

Keegstra, supra, for the state to justify the Criminal Code

restriction on hate speech. The United States Constitution

does not contain a similar “balancing” provision, making

it often more difficult for the state to justify a limitation

on freedom of speech. 

John Robertson, a law professor and prolific academic

writer, has authored what some may consider the seminal

paper on this topic.165 He undertakes a very thorough 

and detailed discussion as to whether the First and/or

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution

include a right of scientists to undertake research. 

Professor Robertson begins by noting that scientific

research has two dimensions that must be distinguished.
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One dimension is related to the choice of research topic —

the particular knowledge that the researcher wishes to

develop, while the other dimension concerns the means to

pursue the research — the means or techniques for gener-

ating the data or conclusions that will verify or disprove a

hypothesis and thus generate knowledge.166

Freedom of research would engage a number of rights 

or freedoms, such as freedom of thought, freedom to

communicate one’s thoughts, ideas, explanations and

conclusions, freedom to gather or generate data in ways

that conform to scientific inquiry, including the freedom

to experiment, i.e., to manipulate or arrange human and

non-human agents and substances to generate data essen-

tial to the development of new knowledge.167 He notes

that the researchers’ right to research is a negative right to

be free from government intervention in the choosing of

research topics and the choosing of the means to carry 

out the research. The freedom to choose the method of

research would include the freedom to experiment. The

corresponding duty on the government is a negative duty

not to interfere, rather than a positive duty to fund or

facilitate research.168

The researchers’ right to experiment would not be absolute.

Professor Robertson suggests that although the researcher

would be free to choose any means of conducting the

research that is scientifically sound, they may not cause

direct, substantial harm to the cognizable interests of

others. In his view, most scientists would agree that the

right to undertake scientific inquiry includes the right to

choose the means of research, as long as external harm 

is slight and the property or personal interests of the

manipulated material are not violated.169

Professor Robertson posits that restrictions that limit the

researchers’ freedom to select the topic of research gener-

ally result from a judgement that certain categories of

scientific knowledge will reveal truths that it would be

preferable not to know, or that may lead to techniques or

applications that may have harmful consequences. These

restrictions may be found in legislation and licensing

systems. In his view, they clearly limit the right of scien-

tific inquiry and research, and thus bear a heavy burden

of state justification to be found valid.

The second type of restriction limits the manner by which

research ends may be pursued. In this case, scientists can

pursue any topic they choose, but are restricted in the

methods they may select. Generally speaking, these

restrictions are intended to protect interests threatened by

the scientific process used to generate the essential data.

This type of restriction may pose a less serious threat to

the right to scientific inquiry, especially if there is an alter-

nate method for conducting the research that is not

restricted by the state.170

Robertson examines whether there is a constitutional right

to undertake research. He notes that even if the courts

held that there was such a constitutionally protected right,

it would have to yield to overriding public interests, as is

the case with the rights of journalists, speakers, parents, 

or pregnant women, when the exercise of their rights

imposes sufficiently heavy costs on others.171 He suggests

and discusses in detail a number of constitutional sources

for the right to research, including the right to personal

liberty and privacy in the Fourteenth Amendment, the

right of free association, and the right to free speech in the

First Amendment. The right to free speech was recently

found by the U.S. courts to contain a right to receive or

acquire information and ideas from a willing source, and

the right to gather news. He notes that the courts have

recognized in these two emerging doctrines, protection for

the prior stages essential to speech, i.e., receiving informa-

tion and newsgathering, which in his view could logically

be extended to provide constitutional protection to the

conduct of research with materials or willing sources.172

Of particular interest is his discussion under the right to

free speech. The commentary and jurisprudence regarding

the U.S. constitutional right to free speech might be

referred to Canadian courts to inform their interpretation

of the Charter right to freedom of expression. Professor

Robertson notes that the U.S. Supreme Court considers the

First Amendment’s primary concern to be with ensuring
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that citizens have a full opportunity for expression in all

its varied forms to convey a desired message. “Full oppor-

tunity for expression serves both individual and societal

ends — the individual’s interest in the information neces-

sary for social and political decision making.”173

In Robertson’s view, scientific knowledge and informa-

tion are clearly within the protection of the First

Amendment. He bases this view, in part, on the fact that

science provides information relevant to a wide range 

of decisions — from individual to state decisions. For

example, scientific information may inform individual

choices regarding the purchase of certain products and 

it doubtlessly informs government policy making.174

Professor Robertson sets out two main arguments for

including a right to research within the right to free speech.

First, he argues that most of the activities associated with

scientific research have been traditionally protected by 

the First Amendment, such as speaking, talking, writing,

and publishing.175

Second, he argues that those aspects of research involving

non-traditional forms of expression, such as experimenta-

tion, would also be protected. This is because the activity

of research involves the production of information or

knowledge to communicate to others and is an essential

step in the process of dissemination of information and

ideas, and thus would also qualify for constitutional

protection. Without research there would be no dissemi-

nation of scientific information or knowledge. If research

was not protected, government could easily restrict the

dissemination of information and ideas by restricting 

the research itself. He notes:

debrait must follow that even earlier stages in 

the publication process are protected. Otherwise,

government could control access to ideas by placing

restraints at the point where the information is

initially developed or obtained.176

Professor Robertson concludes that research activities

intended to produce knowledge for dissemination must

therefore be protected as free speech.177 He does not

explore in depth the type of state restrictions on a right to

research that might withstand a constitutional challenge.

Rather, he suggests that under the First Amendment, 

state restrictions could be justified on the basis that the

research posed a threat to health or safety, or interfered

with the rights of non-consenting persons.178

American Roger Taylor also suggests that protection for

research could flow from the First Amendment’s safe-

guarding of the “marketplace of ideas.”179 In his view,

based on First Amendment jurisprudence, the courts would

probably treat experimentation on embryos as conduct

containing both “speech” and “non-speech” aspects.

Experimentation involves the recording and disseminating

of results, both of which are elements of speech.180

Taylor speculates that it would be difficult for the state to

define a ban on therapeutic cloning narrowly enough to

survive a constitutional challenge. In his view, this is

because the state’s interest in protecting the in vitro embryo

is likely less important when the embryo has no real poten-

tial for human life. In his view, in vitro embryos that have

been cloned for therapeutic research purposes represent

potential life only in a symbolic sense.181 Dolly, the repro-

ductively cloned ewe, was the result of many failed attempts

at reproductive cloning. He concludes that it is likely that

cloning a human in vitro embryo for reproductive purposes

would meet with similar difficulties when attempting to

create a viable embryo with potential for human life. 

Taylor concludes that because in vitro embryos created by

means of therapeutic cloning “have so miniscule, perhaps

only theoretical or symbolic, potential for life, the impor-

tance of the state interest in them may be insufficient for 

a ban on therapeutic cloning.”182 In his view, however,

reasonable state regulation that does not amount to a 

ban would likely survive constitutional scrutiny since it
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would promote the government’s interest in medical 

standards and ethics.183

Another American commentator, Cass Sunstein, examines

the issue from the perspective of a patient and argues that

because there is no constitutional right to select a medical

treatment, there is no fundamental right to engage in thera-

peutic cloning.184 He limits his examination of such a

possible right to the constitutional guarantee of privacy and

liberty rather than to the constitutional right to free speech.

Sunstein suggests that the argument for a presumptive

constitutional right to clone for therapeutic purposes

would be extremely weak. At the same time, he suggests

that the government’s justification for intruding on a

person’s freedom of choice would also be quite weak.185

The central argument is whether there is a constitutional

presumptive right to select medical treatments. Doctors,

scientists and patients might argue that there is such a right

protected by the constitutional right to privacy. The state

cannot interfere with a personal choice to select a particular

medical treatment that is crucial to one’s well-being. The

difficulty with these arguments is that no Supreme Court

decision has suggested the existence of such a right. 

He cites the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision

supporting a ban on physician-assisted suicide and

suggests that since individuals do not have the right to

choose death, they must surely not have a right to access a

particular set of medical experiments that might ultimately

assist them to live.186 The best state justification for a ban

on therapeutic cloning is that it assists in making the ban

on reproductive cloning effective.187 Sunstein did not,

however, undertake an analysis of therapeutic cloning

from the perspective of the research scientist and the 

First Amendment’s guarantee of free speech.

Law Professor Lori Andrews examines the issue from the

perspective of a scientific researcher.188 She notes that if

such a ban were implemented, one possible constitutional

challenge would be that it unduly interferes with the right

of scientific inquiry. Scientific inquiry is considered to be

somewhat sacred in the U.S. Andrews points out that the

framers of the United States Constitution, concerned in the

late 18th century with ensuring the promotion of scientific

inquiry, provided authority for a system of patents. In her

view, if the First Amendment protects the “marketplace of

ideas,” it would likely equally protect the generation of

information found in the marketplace.189

Professor Andrews notes, however, that even if thera-

peutic cloning were protected by the United States

Constitution, the state would likely be permitted to impose

certain limitations. She speculates that there might be a

distinction to be made between the right to pursue knowl-

edge and the right to choose the method of scientific

inquiry, which could be legitimately regulated to a certain

extent. This would be the case if the method chosen by

the researcher threatened an interest in which the state

had a legitimate concern, such as health and safety.190

In an article written for the Southern Methodist University

Law Review, Kimberly Jackson examines the constitutional

implications of federal cloning legislation.191 In her view, a

complete ban on human cloning raises constitutional

issues regarding free speech and free thought. Does the

U.S. have constitutional authority to ban a whole area of

scientific inquiry? She argues that the freedom to under-

take scientific research could be viewed as falling within

the First Amendment’s guarantee of free speech.192 The

U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Griswold v. Connecticut193

(“Griswold”) held that the First Amendment’s protection of

free speech includes “debrathe right to read and freedom

of inquiry, freedom of thought, and freedom to teach.”194

Jackson argues that scientific research and experimenta-

tion are part of the communication process itself and thus

could be viewed as activities protected by the guarantee

of free speech. She suggests that “scientific speech” would
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be strongly protected under the traditional constitutional

analysis for free speech and this protection would also

extend to the publication of research results and the

exchange of ideas. The difficulty arises with respect to the

actual physical research. If one views research as only an

action and not a communication, then traditional analysis

would likely hold that it is not protected by the First

Amendment. Jackson notes, however, that an argument

could be made that the physical activity of research is a

“building block of communication” and thus should be

afforded constitutional protection under free speech.195

Matthew Hsu examines this view of research activity 

in “Banning Human Cloning: An Acceptable Limit on

Scientific Inquiry or an Unconstitutional Restriction of

Symbolic Speech?”196 He notes that a literal reading of 

the First Amendment suggests that it would only protect

speech and not conduct. However, the U.S. Supreme

Court has “long recognized” that these protections 

extend beyond verbal or written communication.197

He notes that in Spence v. Washington,198 the Supreme

Court concluded that “when conduct is sufficiently

imbued with elements of communication,” it will 

receive the same protection as speech under the First

Amendment.199 In fact, this protected conduct is referred

to as “expressive conduct” or “symbolic speech.”200 Hsu

notes that the courts will not protect all conduct, but

rather only conduct that is intended to convey a “particu-

larized message” that would most likely be understood

by those in receipt of the message.201

Hsu suggests that for human cloning to receive First

Amendment protection, the activities related to cloning

must contain sufficient elements of speech to raise it to

the level of symbolic speech. The conduct must express an

idea, and because the First Amendment protects scientific

ideas, the scientist’s ability to conduct scientific research

must also be protected. One could argue that the intent of

the scientific research is to test a scientific theory. This

conduct is necessary to prove or disprove an assertion

made as a written theory. In the area of scientific research,

experimentation is the conduct necessary to express ideas.

Scientists engage in experimentation to express ideas, 

i.e., to prove or disprove a particular scientific theory. He

concludes that because a cloning experiment would also

test a hypothesis, it should be considered symbolic speech

and thus protected by the First Amendment.202

Roy Spence and Jennifer Weizierl propose a different

approach to scientific research and free speech.203 They

discuss critiques of the assertion that scientific research is

protected speech. They refer, for example, to Professor

G. Francione who rejects the notion that scientific research

is expression or expressive conduct under the “market-

place of ideas” model.204

Francione argues that scientific experimentation does not

become expressive conduct just because it facilitates the

scientific process. He finds nothing inherent in the phys-

ical activity of experimentation that could be characterized

as expression or expressive conduct. He notes that the U.S.

Supreme Court in Clark v. Community for Creative Non-

Violence205 implied that “purely facilitative conduct would

not be covered by the First Amendment.”206 If an experi-

ment lacks any communicative aspects, then the mere fact

that it is facilitative to scientific speech does not make it

expressive conduct and thus worthy of First Amendment

protection.207

Spece and Weizierl posit that scientific experimentation or

inquiry is protected since it is a central and unique part of

a highly favoured process. This process is imbued with

direct communicative processes, as well as conduct that

can properly be considered expressive because of its
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essential part in the truth-searching enterprise.208 The

authors point out that harmful scientific conduct would

not be protected by the First Amendment. In their view,

any medical or scientific experiment that would violate a

person’s rights should not receive prima facie constitu-

tional protection.209

The authors concede that certain distinct aspects of scien-

tific inquiry might not on their own be considered

expression. However, when those distinct aspects are

considered along with those parts of the scientific process

that are clearly communicative, then logically both should

be entitled to constitutional protection. As an example, they

note that mixing cells in a Petrie dish might not be consid-

ered to constitute expression when viewed in isolation, but

would nonetheless be protected as expressive conduct

since the conduct is necessary to the scientist’s pursuit of

knowledge, which is part of the scientific method.210

A further example cited by the authors is the facilitative

relationship between “association” and “political speech.”

Political speech is highly valued in the U.S., but would be

meaningless without an ability to reach a large audience.

The courts have generally protected conduct that facili-

tates political speech, such as association and political

funding of a candidate (Buckley, supra).211

Scientific speech is also highly valued and deeply

imbedded in American tradition. Thought and experi-

mentation have been recognized as nurturing aspects of

scientific speech.212 The authors point out that the courts

have held that First Amendment protection covers both

thought and mentation generally.213 They argue that

mentation and experimentation are synergistic since each

activity gives rise to and is complementary of the other. In

their view, the courts should protect experimentation that

is uniquely related to and bound up with the important

process of mentation and scientific discovery.214

4.5.5 Discussion

The pursuit of scientific inquiry has not always been

considered a highly valued activity in society. Galileo

(b. 1564) greatly improved on the first telescope and

undertook experiments to prove his various scientific

theories. In fact, circa 1590, he published De Motu, 

a series of essays on the theory of motion, advocating 

a revolutionary new idea: one can test theories by

conducting experiments. 

Galileo’s publications were not appreciated by all of

society. In 1633, the Church was so threatened by some 

of his theories that it condemned him for heresy for

publishing and defending his belief that the Earth orbited

around the Sun. Over time, many of Galileo’s theories

have been proven by others to be correct and today his

scientific writings are highly valued.215

The framers of the Canadian Constitution and the framers

of the United States Constitution included provisions either

in the written constitution or the accompanying docu-

ments relating to the issuing of patents, an act illustrating

the importance society was beginning to recognize and

place on scientific inquiry and experimentation. One

important purpose served by the patent regime is to

encourage scientific inquiry and invention by granting the

inventor a monopoly to capitalize on his or her invention.

Scientific inquiry and research are credited today with

finding cures and treatments for countless life-threatening

diseases and disorders, such as diabetes, polio, and

smallpox. Without the ability for scientists and doctors to

freely investigate and experiment, many cures and treat-

ments would not have been discovered. However, rights

to medical and scientific research should not be viewed as

absolute rights. 

The rights and freedoms provided in the Charter are not

absolute, but rather must be balanced against other inter-

ests in society. The state can and does impose limitations

on certain rights and freedoms in order to protect society-

at-large. In the case of research on human participants, 
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for example, the state would be justified in limiting a

researcher’s right to conduct such research if it was likely

to result in harm or a threat to public health and safety.

Could the state prohibit research?

As noted earlier, several international and regional instru-

ments reflect the importance of freedom of expression.

Article 19(2) of the ICCPR suggests that the right to

expression is broad; it includes oral, written and published

communication. In addition, the article suggests that

freedom of expression includes the right to actively seek

information and ideas. One could argue this international

human right suggests protecting the discovery of new

knowledge, information, and ideas to disseminate to

others, activities characteristic of scientific research.

Article 19(3) notes, however, that freedom of expression 

is not limitless. The state would arguably be justified in

limiting activities related to freedom of expression, if they

posed a threat to public health or morals. 

Article 15 of the ICESCR appears to be more explicit,

obliging States Parties to provide scientists with the free-

dom to conduct research and recognizing the link between

scientific freedom and research. The Universal Declaration

also emphasizes the importance of freedom of research,

while at the same time providing limits on research.

All of the international and regional instruments, cited

above, note that the right to engage in scientific and

medical research is not absolute.216 Research must be

undertaken in a manner that respects the human rights of

research participants, such as requiring their free and

informed consent prior to participation. Furthermore,

research should conform to established ethical principles,

such as respect for human dignity. 

It is possible to conclude that the state can prohibit scien-

tific research. If the state prohibited scientific research,

researchers might look to the Charter for relief and might

refer the courts to certain provisions in international

human rights instruments and regional instruments to

advocate an interpretation of freedom of expression that

includes scientific inquiry. 

Could a researcher claim that a state prohibition on
scientific inquiry infringes his or her Charter-protected
right to freedom of expression?

The Supreme Court of Canada has given freedom of

expression an expansive and generous interpretation under

section 2(b) of the Charter. In Irwin Toy, supra, the Court

noted that its broad approach to freedom of expression

would include activity that conveys or attempts to convey

a message, as long as it does so in a non-violent manner. 

In Sharpe, supra, Chief Justice McLachlin described the

rights in section 2(b) as existing on a continuum, ranging

from thought, at one end of the continuum, to expression,

at the other end. Possession of expressive material was

found to be a protected physical activity since it was

integrally related to the development of the rights in 

the continuum. Finally, in the words of the Chief Justice,

any government attempt to restrict the right to freedom 

of expression will be subjected by the Court “to the most

careful scrutiny.”217 The case law serves to illustrate the

generally expansive interpretation the Court has given 

to this freedom and provides an indication of the impor-

tance the judiciary ascribes to freedom of expression. 

Freedom of the press and other media of communication

are explicitly protected by section 2(b). It is most likely

that scientific research in the form of publications, videos,

lectures, dialogue, and other forms of communication

would similarly be protected by Canadian courts under

section 2(b). A strong argument could be made that the

published results of scientific research would be protected

expression, under the phrase “other media of communica-

tion.” Any state restriction on a scientist’s attempts to

publish his or her research results would undoubtedly

engage his or her Charter right to freedom of expression.

Although unlikely, the state might be able to successfully

justify a prohibition on the publication of research results

in exceptional circumstances, the state’s legislative

objective would have to be pressing and substantial.

On occasion, the courts have cited scientific research as an

example of values protected by the guarantee to freedom

of expression. 
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Would section 2(b) protect that part of the research that
is mainly physical, i.e., the experiment itself? 

In the U.S., the courts have found that the First Amend-

ment’s freedom of the press also protects the journalist’s,

and perhaps even the public’s, right to gather news and

information from willing sources.218 This appears to be a

logical interpretation of the scope of the freedom because

if the physical act of gathering the news was not protected

and could be restricted by the state, it would undoubtedly

limit the journalist’s freedom of the press. Applying the

same logic to scientific research, if the right to experiment

was not protected by freedom of expression, the right to

publish or disseminate research results and scientific

knowledge could be similarly limited by the state.

Relevant provisions in international and regional instru-

ments suggest that the physical component of scientific

inquiry, i.e., experiment or research, should also be protected

under freedom of expression. For example, the Travaux

Préparatoires to the Universal Declaration notes that there is

an essential physical component to scientific research.219

The Supreme Court has held that “conduct” is also

protected by section 2(b) of the Charter as long as it

conveys, or attempts to convey, a message in a non-

violent way. In the words of Peter W. Hogg:

Is there any activity that is not expression under the

Court’s definition? The answer is not much, because 

“most human activity combines expressive and

physical elements”; what is excluded is that which 

is “purely physical and does not convey or attempt 

to convey meaning.”220

Even if the courts found the message conveyed by certain

research activities to be offensive, it would still be protected.

The protection offered by section 2(b) is content-neutral: 

the conduct will be protected as long as it is expressive 

and non-violent.

The carrying out of an experiment could be seen as

conduct that expresses or attempts to express an opinion

or belief that a particular experiment will yield a certain

result. Furthermore, the experiment itself might be

viewed as an expressive activity since it communicates 

a response to the researcher’s question or hypothesis. 

It has been suggested that the physical aspect of scientific

research, i.e., the physical experiment, could also be

viewed as an essential building block of communication.

Without the physical activity necessary to conduct the

experiment, there could be no research results or reliable

answers to scientific questions. If the physical aspect of

scientific research was prohibited by the state, arguably

the state would also be prohibiting scientific thought,

inquiry and expression. 

Justice McLachlin, as she was then, advocated a broad

interpretation of section 2(b) noting that if freedom of

expression is curtailed by the state “debra[s]cientists may

well think twice before researching and publishing results of

research… ”221 [emphasis added] This statement suggests

that the courts might find that both activities would be

protected under section 2(b), i.e., the physical aspect of

research and the publishing of research results.

Chief Justice McLachlin, in Sharpe, supra, noted that the

right to physically possess expressive material was essen-

tial and integrally related to the development of thought,

belief, opinion and expression. A strong argument could

be made that the right to conduct an experiment is inte-

grally related to the development of scientific thought,

belief, opinion and expression.

The courts might consider some types of research using

human embryos, such as the derivation of embryonic

stem cells, as violent activity since it causes the destruction

of the embryo. However, this is unlikely given the fact

that in vitro embryos used in research are required by 

the AHR Act to be destroyed prior to the fourteenth day.

Furthermore, individuals or couples who have excess 

in vitro embryos in storage may legally choose, as one

means of disposition, to allow them to perish rather 

than donate them to others for reproductive or research

purposes. In addition, under the common law, the in vitro

embryo is not considered a person and as such, has no

legal rights, such as the right to life. 
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On the other hand, an argument could be made that the

experiment portion of scientific research is purely phys-

ical activity, with no elements of expressive conduct

whatsoever. A researcher’s freedom to express scientific

theories and hypothesis could be protected by section 2(b)

of the Charter, but the physical experiment portion of

research would not be protected and thus would be

subject to unlimited state restriction. This argument is not

too convincing given the comments made by the Supreme

Court regarding research, albeit in obiter dicta,222 and the

Court’s broad approach to the rights protected by

section 2(b) of the Charter. Such a distinction, if permitted,

would allow the state to indirectly restrict the researcher’s

right to publish findings and scientific knowledge by

directly restricting his or her ability to conduct the

necessary physical component of scientific inquiry, 

i.e., the experiment. 

If the courts found experimentation to be a communica-

tive activity or expressive conduct, protected by the

Charter, it could then be argued that such research relates

to two of the three purposes of expression described by

the Court. Research arguably serves the purpose of

personal self-fulfillment for the researcher, and assists

researchers to seek and attain the truth regarding a

hypothesis or scientific query. 

Unlike the American jurisprudence under freedom of

speech, the Charter provides the state with an explicit

opportunity under section 1 to justify any limitation on

freedom of expression. If the state’s justification passes

the judicial test under section 1, then the restriction would

be found to be constitutionally valid. 

A state prohibition on research using embryonic
stem cells

As noted earlier, the U.S. prohibits federal funding for

research on stem cells derived from in vitro embryos

created through any method of embryo cloning. However,

federal funds may be used for research using stem cells

derived from supernumerary in vitro embryos. For

researchers seeking federal funding in Canada, the CIHR

imposes similar restrictions on the use of embryonic stem

cells. The restriction in Canada, unlike the U.S., does not

have the force of law. Privately funded research in both

the U.S. and Canada may be undertaken using stem cells

derived from therapeutically cloned in vitro embryos. 

For the purposes of the following discussion, an assump-

tion is made that Canada has passed a law prohibiting

research on embryonic stem cells. Such a prohibition

would restrict Canadian researchers from an area of

research expected to result in medical therapies and cures

for debilitating and life-threatening human diseases in the

not too distant future. 

The prohibition could be challenged by researchers on the

basis that it constitutes an unjustified limitation on their

freedom of expression in section 2(b) of the Charter and 

is thus unconstitutional. An argument would be made

that freedom of expression is broad and encompasses 

the researcher’s choice of research topic, as well as the

physical conduct of the research. 

The Supreme Court has stated that conduct will only be

protected under section 2(b) if it conveys or attempts to

convey a message. What message would a researcher be

conveying or attempting to convey by experimenting on

embryonic stem cells?

The researchers would have to identify a specific message

that the physical experiment was intended to convey to

the scientist. If they succeed in articulating a message, the

physical conduct of the research, i.e., the experiment, may

be considered “expression” worthy of Charter protection.

The courts might consider that the state prohibition on 

the activity of embryonic stem cell research is in effect

preventing the researcher from expressing certain scien-

tific information to others. The research is prevented by

the state from contributing certain scientific knowledge

and ideas to the marketplace of ideas. In addition, the

physical research might be viewed as a right integrally

related to the development of thought, belief, opinion 

and expression and thus worthy of Charter protection. 
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It may be possible for the state to justify its restriction on

embryonic stem cell research on the basis of protecting

public morals. The derivation of embryonic stem cells

results in the destruction of the in vitro embryo. The state’s

objective is to protect the in vitro embryo since it represents

potential human life. Allowing such research would result

in the destruction of in vitro embryos and would arguably

diminish society’s respect for the sanctity of human life.

Researchers would be creating potential human life,

represented by the therapeutically cloned in vitro embryo,

to serve solely as a source of research materials. 

4.5.6 Conclusion

The Supreme Court has taken a very broad interpretive

approach to freedom of expression in section 2(b) of the

Charter. In addition, freedom of expression is viewed by

the Supreme Court as the pivotal freedom underlying

democracy. State limitations on this freedom will receive

the most careful scrutiny by the courts when they 

are challenged. 

However, the Supreme Court does not consider this funda-

mental freedom to be absolute. As the case law illustrates,

the state can successfully justify limitations on freedom of

expression in order to balance competing societal interests.

If scientific research using embryonic stem cells was

found to be expression and protected by section 2(b) of

the Charter, it would then fall to the state to successfully

argue, under section 1 of the Charter, that the prohibition

is a reasonable limit, prescribed by law, and demonstrably

justified in a free and democratic society. 

4.6 Issue 2: The Right to Benefit from Scientific
Progress

Assuming that a prohibition on embryonic stem cell

research would engage a researcher’s section 2(b) Charter

right to freedom of expression, would such a prohibition

also implicate other rights? If such research was prohib-

ited by the state, would those persons expecting to benefit

from medical therapies and cures resulting from the

research argue that their human rights are also engaged?

Is there a human right to benefit from scientific progress? 

4.6.1 International and Regional Instruments

With respect to international human rights instruments,

article 15(1)(b) of the ICESCR provides: 

1. The States Parties to the present covenant recog-

nize the right of everyone:

a. to take part in cultural life;

b. to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and

its applications;

c. To benefit from the protection of the moral and

material interests resulting from any scientific,

literary or artistic production of which he is the

author.

There is very little academic literature or commentary

regarding the scope of the rights or the State obligations

that flow from article 15(1)(b). In addition, there is no

reference to this right in Canadian jurisprudence.223

Some commentators suggest that the rights in (b) and (c)

must be balanced against each other. The right in (b) is not

unlimited: it must be balanced against the rights of the

inventor or author as set out in (c). Canadian courts could

be faced with an argument that individuals have a right to

access the benefit of technology, without state interference

and the article above could be relied on to inform the courts

interpretation of the Charter and of the legislative prohibi-

tion. Given the lack of commentary and jurisprudence at

the international level, it is unclear as to how the courts in

Canada would interpret these provisions. 

4.6.2 The Law in Other Jurisdictions

No legislation in the U.S., Germany or the U.K. gives

effect to the rights set out in article 15 of the ICESCR.

4.6.3 Academic Literature and Commentary

There is a dearth of commentary on what meaning should

be assigned to the international right to enjoy the benefits

of scientific progress in the ICESCR. 
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Cook, et al. suggest that this right serves the goal of other

human rights, such as the right to found a family, and the

right of persons to enjoy the highest attainable standard of

health. 224 The authors argue that this right would include

physical and mental health, as well as social well-being.225

The authors note that the right to health is currently

regarded as more of a negative right than a positive right,

meaning that although an individual may have a right to

freely access medical therapies, the state is not under a

positive obligation to publicly fund such services.226

4.6.4 The Law in Canada

No Canadian legislation gives effect to this international

right and principle. Neither is there a Charter right to

enjoy the benefits of scientific progress. 

Section 7 of The Charter provides the right to life, liberty

and security of the person. It states:

7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security

of the person and the right not to be deprived

thereof except in accordance with the fundamental

principles of justice.

With respect to the “liberty” interest in section 7 of the

Charter, the courts have determined that it has two aspects.

The first aspect protects a person’s interest in his or her

physical liberty. This interest would be engaged if a

person was physically restrained by the state, for example

through imprisonment or even the threat of imprison-

ment, or where the state affects a person’s ability to move

freely, such as compelling a person to give oral testimony.

The second aspect of section 7 protects a sphere of

autonomy within which a person may make decisions of

a fundamentally personal nature that go to the core of

what it means to enjoy individual liberty and independ-

ence. Decisions by persons as to the location of their

residence or by parents respecting a child’s education 

or health care are examples of fundamental choices

protected by the courts under this aspect of section 7.

Section 7 also protects a person’s security of the person

interest. Security of the person also contains two aspects.

The first aspect concerns the person’s interest in physical

integrity. Physical integrity protects a person’s right to be

free from punishment or the threat of punishment by the

state. The second aspect concerns psychological integrity.

To constitute a breach of this right, the state action must

result in a serious and profound effect on the person’s

psychological integrity. It must be more than ordinary

stress or anxiety and must be assessed objectively from

the viewpoint of a person of reasonable sensibility. It does

not, however, have to be so severe that it causes nervous

shock or psychiatric illness. 

It is important to note that the courts’ analysis under

section 7 is in two parts. First the courts determine

whether there is a real or imminent deprivation of life,

liberty or security of the person. This inquiry may require

the courts to consider whether the interest identified and

claimed by the plaintiff falls within of the rights. Second,

the courts determine whether the state deprivation is in

accordance with the principles of fundamental justice. 

If it is, then there has been no violation or infringement. 

If the deprivation is not in accordance with the principles

of fundamental justice, then a violation has occurred. 

The courts may or may not require the state to justify a

violation under section 1 of the Charter.

Case law

In Godbout v. Longueuil (City)227 (“Godbout”), the munici-

pality had in place a resolution that required employees

to sign a declaration that they would live within the city

boundaries during the course of their employment. If the

employee moved our of the city during that time, they

could be fired without notice.228 The resolution was chal-

lenged on the basis that it violated either the Charter of

Quebec or the Canadian Charter.229 Justice LaForest,

writing for L’Heureux-Dube and McLachlin J.J., held that

the right to liberty in section 7 includes “debrawithin it a

right to make fundamentally personal choices free from

state interference and that choosing where to establish
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one’s home falls within the scope of that right.”230

He concluded that the residence requirement violated

section 7 and was not in accordance with the principles 

of fundamental justice.231

Subsequent jurisprudence has confirmed that the 

liberty interest protects both aspects, i.e., physical and 

a protected sphere of decision-making autonomy. In the

recent case of Siemens v. Montreal (Attorney General)232

(“Siemens”), a majority of the Supreme Court held that

while section 7 encompasses fundamental life choices, 

it does not include pure economic interests.233

In Singh v. Minister of Employment and Immigration234

(“Singh”), the Supreme Court of Canada held that the phrase

“security of the person” in section 7 includes the right to be

from the threat of physical punishment or suffering, as well

as the right to be free from the punishment itself.235

In New Brunswick (Minister of Health and Community

Services) v. G.(J.)236 (“G(J)”), the Supreme Court was asked

whether section 7 applies outside the penal context to

ensure that a parent has a right to state-funded legal

counsel in a child custody/protection hearing. With

respect to the parent’s security of the person interest, the

Court noted that a restriction will be made out where the

impugned state action has a profound and serious effect

on a person’s psychological integrity.237 The effect of the

state action must be assessed objectively from the perspec-

tive of a person of reasonable sensibility. The stress does

not have to constitute nervous shock or psychiatric illness,

but it must be more than ordinary stress or anxiety.238

Justice Lamer, writing for the majority, held that state

removal of a child constituted a serious interference with

the psychological integrity of the parent.239

R. v. Monney240 was concerned with whether a customs

search for narcotics constituted an unconstitutional interfer-

ence with the right to bodily integrity under section 7. the

Court noted that in Singh, supra, it was held that state action

which has the likely effect of impairing a person’s health

engages the fundamental right under section 7 to security of

the person.241 The Court concluded, however, that in this

case the right to security of the person did not include a state

obligation to provide medical supervision in response to the

respondent’s self-induced health risk, notwithstanding the

fact that the respondent had refused medical attention.242

In R. v. Parker,243 the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the

prohibition on the cultivation and possession of marijuana,

in the Narcotic Control Act and the Controlled Drugs and

Substances Act, was unconstitutional. The appellant

produced evidence in the lower court of the medicinal

value of marijuana for a number of serious conditions,

including epilepsy. The government argued that the appel-

lant did not need marijuana to control his seizures since he

had legal access to alternative therapies. The lower court

held that the appellant required marijuana to control his

epileptic seizures and that the prohibition against marijuana

violated his rights under section 7 of the Charter.244

The Ontario court of Appeal held that preventing Parker

from using marijuana to treat his physical condition by

threat of criminal prosecution constitutes interference

with his physical and psychological integrity. It prevents

him from making choices concerning his own body and

control over his physical and psychological integrity free

from interference by criminal prohibition.245

4.6.5 Discussion

The absence of commentary and jurisprudence regarding

the right to enjoy the benefits and applications of scien-

tific progress in the ICESCR makes it difficult to speculate

as to how the courts in Canada would be informed, if at

all, by this international principle. The commentary above

suggests that the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific
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progress must be balanced with the intellectual property

rights of inventors.246

However, a state prohibition on research would not require

balancing since there is no concern with infringing an

inventor’s intellectual property rights. Rather, the ques-

tion is whether the right to enjoy the benefit of scientific

progress and advancement could be used by the Canadian

courts to inform their interpretation of Charter rights or 

of domestic legislation.

As noted in Chapter 2, an examination of the text of 

the ICESCR provision and the Travaux Préparatoires to 

the ICESCR has led one academic to suggest that article

15(1)(b) contains four core elements.247 Two of the four

core elements are applicable to this discussion. One of

these elements would restrict the right to only socially

beneficial science, as opposed to harmful science. The

other applicable element would ensure that the benefits 

of scientific progress and its applications are enjoyed

equally by everyone.248

States are encouraged to promote the provisions of the

ICESCR through legislation and regulations. The principle

in article 15(1)(b) encourages State Parties to ensure that

the benefits of scientific progress and advancement are

made available to everyone. State action restricting access

to such benefits might be viewed as state action contrary

to the principles set out in a binding international human

rights instrument. 

The underlying premise of the ICESCR could be character-

ized as promoting scientific research and advancement to

relieve human suffering, but only where human dignity

and human rights are protected. Those parts of article 15

which espouse the benefits of scientific research should be

balanced against articles 10 and 11 which clearly establish,

as paramount, the principle of respect for human dignity.

An important aspect of human dignity is autonomy, espe-

cially with respect to decision-making that affects the

integrity of one’s own body. A decision to access new

technologies and therapies, resulting from scientific and

medical research, for a life threatening disease or condi-

tion could be viewed as a fundamentally personal choice

going to the core of individual independence and dignity. 

Would a state prohibition on certain scientific research or
experimental therapy engage any human rights issues? 

A state prohibition on scientific research using embryonic

stem cells in medical therapies could engage the interests

of seriously ill persons whose access to such therapies

might be beneficial. 

If the state prohibition was backed by penal sanctions, it

could be challenged on the basis that it engages the liberty

and security of the person interests of such persons under

section 7 of the Charter. Reference could be made to article

15(1)(b) of the ICESCR which provides the right to enjoy

the benefits of scientific progress and its applications. This

international provision could be used by the courts to

inform its interpretation of the rights under section 7,

specifically the right to liberty and to security of the person.

An argument could be made the right “to enjoy the bene-

fits of scientific progress” includes the right to choose to

undergo an experimental medical therapy when one’s life

is threatened. A prohibition on this right would engage a

person’s liberty interest in section 7 of the Charter. 

If the state deprived seriously ill persons of access to an

experimental therapy, it would have to do so in accor-

dance with the principles of fundamental justice. The

complainant might identify arbitrariness and overbreadth

as the relevant principles of fundamental justice, and

allege that the prohibition is not in accordance with these

principles. The complainant might also argue that the

state’s prohibition is not related to a reasonable apprehen-

sion of harm. The state may be required to justify the

deprivation as reasonable under section 1 of the Charter.

4.6.6 Conclusion

Although the Charter does not contain a specific right to

benefit from scientific progress, it does guarantee to indi-

viduals the right to life, liberty and security of the person

in section 7. If a person were denied access to a promising

but experimental medical therapy by a state-imposed
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restriction backed by penal sanctions, it would engage

that person’s section 7 Charter rights. 

The international right to enjoy the benefits and application

of scientific progress could be referred to the courts to

inform its interpretation of section 7 Charter rights and of

the domestic legislation. The lack of commentary as to the

interpretation of this international provision arguably mini-

mizes its usefulness and makes it difficult to predict how

the court would interpret and use the provision. The state

would have an explicit opportunity to justify any infringe-

ment of a section 7 right under section 1 of the Charter.

4.7 Issue 3: The In Vitro Embryo

Many activities in the area of AHR are related to the

creation, use, manipulation, testing and destruction of

human in vitro embryos. The legal status of the in vitro

embryo is discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Both chapters

noted that the courts have not yet determined the status

of the in vitro embryo, or whether the in vitro embryo,

existing as it does outside the body of a woman, possesses

any legal or human rights. 

As noted earlier, there are a number of different methods

of obtaining or creating in vitro embryos for research

purposes, including creation, donation of supernumerary

embryos, therapeutic cloning, embryo splitting, and

parthenogenesis. The following discussion examines

whether the method used to create an in vitro embryo 

is a relevant factor or consideration in determining the

embryo’s moral status. 

4.7.1 The Law in Other Jurisdictions

The U.S. 

In 1999, the U.S. National Bioethics Advisory Counsel

(“NBAC”) recommended federal funding for research on

spare in vitro embryos, but not for research using in vitro

embryos created solely for research purposes.249 Since

2001 there has been federal legislation prohibiting the

funding of research to create or use an in vitro embryo as

a source of embryonic stem cells. Federal funding can

only be used for research on existing stem cells that were

isolated from an in vitro embryo prior to August 9, 2001.

There are additional conditions on a researcher’s use of

existing stem cell lines. For example, the embryo from

which the stem cell line was derived must have already

been destroyed and thus would have no potential for

further development.250 There is no federal legislation or

regulations applicable to the use of embryos in privately

funded research.

At the state level, there is legislation in several states that

prohibits both reproductive and therapeutic cloning.

However, California and New Jersey have legislation that

specifically permits the creation of in vitro embryos for

research purposes. 

Germany 

In Germany, in vitro embryos cannot be created or used

for research purposes. However, embryonic stem cells can

be imported for research. Under the German Law for the

protection of embryos,251 the in vitro embryo is protected

and has legal rights from the moment of creation. 

The U.K. 

The U.K. allows the creation of in vitro embryos, by in

vitro fertilization and therapeutic cloning, for research

purposes with the explicit consent of the gamete donors.

The U.K.’s Donaldson Report examined research on

embryos, including on embryonic and adult stem cells,

and recommended that research using such embryonic

stem cells be allowed, along with therapeutic cloning of 

in vitro embryos as one source of such stem cells. 

The Donaldson Report acknowledged that there are

differing opinions as to the morality of research on a

human in vitro embryo. It noted:

Research involving embryos created by cell nuclear

replacement [therapeutic cloning] raises new

concerns for many people, including those opposed

to all embryos research and possibly some of those in

the middle ground. Even those who accept the

current research uses of embryos might express
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concern about the research use of embryos created in

this way. Such embryos can be seen as being created

as a means to an end and for use as a product source.

An alternative view is that the benefits of being able to

develop an individual’s own cells to create a new source

of cells for their own future treatment make this action

ethically justifiable. While research on embryos created by

cell nuclear replacement does indeed involve using them

as a means to an end, this can be said to apply to some

degree to all research using embryos. The potential bene-

fits of the research need to be weighted against these

concerns… these benefits would be substantial and may

represent the best prospect of developing treatments 

for a number of degenerative disorders.252

Canada

The AHR Act prohibits the creation of an in vitro embryo

for research purposes, as well as the cloning of an in vitro

embryo for reproductive or research purposes. The Royal

Commission on New Reproductive Technologies noted in

its 1993 Final Report to Parliament that in vitro embryos

are deserving of respect, not solely because of their poten-

tial for human life, but based mainly on their connections

to the human community.253

4.7.1.1 Summary

There is wide disparity between jurisdictions as to the

moral and legal status of the in vitro embryo. It could be

said that the U.K., by allowing the creation of in vitro

embryos solely for research purposes, is at one end of the

moral status continuum, while Germany, which assigns

legal rights to the in vitro embryo from the moment of

conception, is at the opposite end. 

The U.S. federal government’s view of the moral status of

an in vitro embryo is similar to that of Germany. However,

there are U.S. states that explicitly permit the creation of

in vitro embryos solely for research purposes. Canada,

with the adoption of the AHR Act, has assumed a mid

position on the continuum by permitting research on

supernumerary in vitro embryos, but prohibiting the

creation of embryos solely for research purposes.

4.7.2 Academic Commentary

Professor John Robertson discusses both the moral and

legal status of the in vitro embryo.254 He notes that early

embryos, while less developed than fœtuses, are geneti-

cally unique, living human entities that have the potential

to develop into full persons.255

With advances in technology and the possibility of 

fertilization of a human egg with sperm in a dish in a

laboratory, issues have arisen as to whether limits should

be placed on external creation, storage, discard and

manipulation of in vitro embryos. Robertson notes that

only a small portion of fertilized eggs develop to the blas-

tocyst stage — only one embryo in ten actually implants

in the mother’s womb and of those, thirty to forty percent

are spontaneously aborted.256

He sets out a number of differing viewpoints as to the

moral status of in vitro embryos, which range from a

belief that the embryo is a human life possessing legal

rights at the moment of fertilization to a view that, even at

the latter stages of development, a prenatal human entity

does not have any rights. Robertson notes that, despite

these different views, most people believe that the

embryo should be treated with special respect because it

is genetically unique, living human tissue that has the

potential to develop into a fœtus and a newborn. He

argues that it is precisely because the embryo is geneti-

cally unique and has the potential to develop, that it

operates as a “powerful symbol” of the unique gift of

human existence.257

Even though the embryo is not itself a rights-holder or a

moral subject, it stimulates consciousness of the human

community more than any other human tissue. However,

Robertson argues that, unlike other symbols such as a

national flag, whether the in vitro embryo is considered as
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a symbol of membership in the human community is a

matter of choice, not moral duty.258

In his view, because of the rudimentary development of

the early embryo and its slim chances of implanting and

coming to term, it is a less powerful symbol of human

community than would be the more developed fœtus.

Other symbols in society require individuals to subscribe

to a unified view of the symbol as a criterion for member-

ship, such as the American flag or membership in the

national community. Divergent views of the embryo are

more likely and more acceptable precisely because of 

its low potential for developing into a human being.

Robertson argues that the question of whether the special

respect assigned to early embryos must always be main-

tained is a factor of the competing interests that must be

considered when questions of embryo disposition arise.

He notes that views about research using in vitro embryos

would, more than any other dispositional decision, most

likely depend on one’s views about the moral status of

the embryo. “The issue of greatest controversy is whether

embryos could be created solely for research purposes

and then discarded with no intention or possibility of

placement in the uterus.”259

In Robertson’s view, given that the research and discard

of therapeutically cloned embryos would occur at the

same stage of development as supernumerary in vitro

embryos, donated for research, the origin of the embryo

should be irrelevant. He suggests that strong policy argu-

ments exist for permitting and supporting many types of

embryo research under the system of Institutional Review

Board approval and supervision. “There are compelling

reasons for allowing embryos to be created for research

purposes and then discarded, as this may be the only way

to conduct many important kinds of research.”260

Kimberly Jackson considers whether a cloned embryo can

be considered unique human life.261 She suggests that

while both in vitro fertilization and therapeutic cloning

can be considered “unnatural reproductive technologies,”

only in vitro fertilization results in the creation of a new

and unique individual. Cloning merely creates a copy of

an already existing individual.262

Roger Taylor suggests that unlike the deoxyribonucleic

acid (“DNA”) of an embryo created through in vitro fertil-

ization, by the fusion of a sperm and an egg, the DNA of

a therapeutically cloned embryo is not in any way unique.

It is a copy of the DNA of an already existing person (the

nucleus donor). He ponders why it is that research on

supernumerary in vitro embryos receives less protection

than research on cloned embryos.263 In his view, one

would think logically that it should be the reverse. 

The embryo created through in vitro fertilization has the

potential to develop into a unique human person with 

an open future. On the other hand, the cloned human

embryo may not possess the potential to develop into a

human being and even if it did, it would not be unique

and would not have an open future.264

David Smolin argues that the significance differences

between therapeutically cloned embryos and embryos

created by the fusion of sperm and egg result in an

ambiguous moral status for the cloned embryo. He begins

by discussing the ambiguities that science and medicine

have recently created around the status of the early

reproductive embryo.265

First, he notes that most embryos are lost in the natural

reproductive process through a failure to implant in the

uterus. Second, medicine has shifted the definition of

pregnancy from fertilization to implantation. Third,

modern birth control drugs prevent implantation, thus

causing the destruction of any embryos. Fourth, society

has accepted in vitro fertilization, which results in the

discarding of many embryos per successful birth.266

With respect to the cloned embryo, he notes that cloning

is an artificial form of asexual reproduction. Cloning does

not involve conception. In addition, the constituent parts
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of the cloned embryo are a human egg (devoid of a

nucleus) and the nucleus of a somatic cell, neither of

which have ever been considered to constitute an indi-

vidual human life.267 In Smolin’s opinion, if the cloned

embryo cannot literally be considered an individual

human life, then the symbolic value of protecting it may

be outweighed by the ethical obligation to use it in

research to find cures to heal and save lives.268

Not everyone shares this viewpoint. James McCartney269

argues that creating embryos as sources of stem cells,

either by in vitro fertilization, cloning or parthenogenesis,

is ethically problematic.270 He believes that ethicists

would argue that creating human life for research is tanta-

mount to using human life as a means only. However, in

McCartney’s view, the developing embryo is not an indi-

vidual of the human species until approximately the

fourteenth day post-fertilization when the primitive

streak appears.271

McCartney posits, however, that since these embryos are

on their way toward becoming human individuals, they

should be treated with reverence and accorded respect.

They should not be created solely for the purposes of

scientific research that would result in their destruction.

He acknowledges that this view is not as strong as the

view that embryos possess inalienable rights, such as 

the right to life. However, he believes it is sufficient to

support ethical opposition to the creation of embryos 

for research purposes.

With respect to parthenogenesis, James McCartney specu-

lates that if it was used successfully to create in vitro

embryos, many of the ethical concerns associated with

creating in vitro embryos specifically for research would

be addressed. In his view, there would be minimal ethical

concerns because the embryo would at no time be capable

of developing into a human being.272

4.7.3 Discussion

Under the AHR Act, scientists are able to use supernu-

merary in vitro embryos that have been donated for

research by the progenitors.273 Individuals or couples

who create in vitro embryos for reproductive purposes

usually have a few frozen embryos remaining once 

their family is complete. The disposition options for 

the progenitors of these supernumerary embryos are:

(1) donation to others for reproductive purposes,

(2) donation for research purposes, and (3) destruction. 

The difference between supernumerary in vitro embryos

donated for research and in vitro embryos created through

fertilization solely for research purposes is that the

donated embryos were originally intended for reproduc-

tion. In all other aspects, supernumerary embryos,

embryos created for research, and embryos created for

reproduction are the same. It is likely that all three cate-

gories of in vitro embryos would theoretically have the

same potential for human life. They have all been created

through the union of a sperm and an egg resulting in a

“unique” entity. Commentators have suggested that when

the nucleus of the sperm and the egg unite, the genes

combine to create a unique individual with an “open

genetic future.” 274

Should research on the in vitro embryo be prohibited
because of its potential for life? 

Professor Robertson suggests that given the increased

scientific knowledge regarding the various stages of pre-

viable human life, it may be time for society to reassess the

basis for differing viewpoints respecting the status of an

in vitro embryo.275 Until the in vitro embryo has been

transferred into a woman’s uterus, has successfully

implanted into the uterine wall, and has developed to the

point at which it would be viable outside its mother’s

body, it is difficult to assess the in vitro embryo’s potential

for human life. The early embryo lacks sentience and

cognition, and is not an individual until after implantation

and further development. The potential to become a

person does not mean that the in vitro embryo is a person

with legal rights. 
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Scientific research has revealed that not every in vitro or in

utero embryo has the potential to develop into a human

being. A significant percentage of embryos have a genetic

composition such that they could neither implant in the

uterine wall nor develop once implanted. Even in sexual

reproduction, a large number of fertilized eggs are

aborted spontaneously, and some believe that “debrait is

morally unconvincing to claim absolute inviolability for

an organism with which nature itself is so prodigal.”276

The potential for human life may not be the most rational

basis on which to prevent the creation of in vitro embryos

solely for research purposes, since it is difficult to assess

and all three types of embryos discussed above arguably

have the same potential for human life. 

Is there a difference between those embryos created
through in vitro fertilization and those embryos created
through therapeutic cloning?

There may be important differences between embryos

created through fertilization (the union of a sperm and 

an egg) and embryos created by therapeutic cloning.

Many persons consider the therapeutically cloned in vitro

embryo to be a copy of another person (the nucleus

donor). One could argue that such embryos are not

unique creations with an open genetic future, but rather

are copies of existing persons destined to share the same

genetic characteristics as those of the nucleus donor. 

On the other hand, the therapeutically cloned embryo

contains DNA from the nucleus donor and mitochondria

DNA from the female egg donor, and thus it is not an

exact copy of the nucleus donor. One could argue that the

therapeutically cloned in vitro embryo is also a unique

individual with an open genetic future.

With respect to the potential for human life, it is difficult

to predict the therapeutically cloned embryo’s potential

for human life since no one has successfully used such 

an embryo for reproduction purposes. However, if the

difficulties of successfully creating a cloned ewe are

attributable to the cloned embryo’s potential for life, it

would be possible to conclude that the cloned human

embryo possesses minimal potential to develop into a

healthy human being. 

Some individuals may argue that these fundamental

differences make it less ethically and morally troubling to

create embryos by therapeutic cloning solely for research

purposes. However, other individuals may be concerned

that creating an entity with potential for human life,

however small, as a means to an end and not as an end 

in and of itself, could diminish society’s respect for the

sanctity of human life. 

In addition to creating embryos through cloning, scientists

may soon be able to create in vitro embryos solely for

research purposes through parthenogenesis. The use of these

embryos in research might be significantly less controversial. 

In vitro embryos created through parthenogenesis are

derived from an unfertilized human egg and are only able

to develop to a certain point before they perish naturally.

In addition, these embryos only have the genetic material

of the female and thus are at no time capable of developing

into a human being, i.e., they do not have the potential for

human life. In order to create such an embryo, however, a

woman must donate one of her ovum to research. Although

perhaps not as controversial as the donation of an in vitro

embryo for research, the use of a human egg in this way

might still raise moral and ethical concerns.

For some individuals, the creation of an in vitro embryo by

whatever method solely for research purposes raises issues

of ethics and morality and displays a lack of respect for the

sanctity of human life. The embryo can be viewed as part

of the human community. An embryo created solely for

research is arguably created as a means to an end, rather

than an end in and of itself. For others, however, the dona-

tion to research of potentially viable supernumerary in vitro

embryos, originally created for reproductive purposes, may

be even more ethically troubling. 

These concerns must be weighed and balanced with

equally broad ethical and moral societal concerns related

to progress in the fields of scientific and medical research.

If research using in vitro embryos shows promises of

producing medical cures and therapies for existing human
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beings suffering with debilitating and life-threatening

diseases, are there not broad moral and ethical concerns

raised if such research is prohibited?

4.7.4 Conclusion

All embryos created through fertilization arguably have

some potential for human life, even if science has demon-

strated that such potential is less than originally believed.

These in vitro embryos could be considered as unique

entities with open genetic futures. The same cannot be

said for those in vitro embryos created through thera-

peutic cloning and parthenogenesis since no one has

successfully used them in reproduction. Based on animal

research, they likely have less potential for human life

than in vitro embryos created through fertilization. Cloned

embryos may be considered by some to be mere copies of

existing human beings, and thus would not be thought to

possess a unique genetic makeup. 

With respect to purpose, the in vitro embryo created

through therapeutic cloning, embryo splitting or

parthenogenesis is created solely for research purposes,

with the intent of destroying it prior to the fourteenth day

of development. These in vitro embryos have been created

solely as a means to an end. On the other hand, in vitro

embryos created for reproductive purposes were intended

to develop into human beings. Once they become super-

numerary, they become a proper subject of research. 

It remains to be determined whether the differences

discussed above would affect an embryo’s moral status.

Embryos created by cloning, splitting or parthenogenesis

may be so fundamentally different, e.g. lack the potential

for life, that concerns regarding their use in research

would be minimized. For some individuals, however, 

the differences would not affect the moral status of an

embryo which is derived from the fact that embryos are

part of the human community. However, if scientists

develop life-saving cures and therapies from research

using the human embryo, society may be faced with

choosing between the morality of research on an embryo

and the morality of denying access to medical treatment. 

4.8 Conclusion

Biotechnology is the result of scientific research. Without

the freedom to ponder, opine, and experiment, scientists

would not be able to research. This chapter examined 

the question of whether scientists have a human right to

undertake scientific research. There are international and

regional human rights instruments that link the principle

of scientific freedom to human flourishing, and some of

these instruments oblige State Parties to ensure that

researchers have such freedom. 

However, freedom to research, like any other human

right, is not absolute. International and regional instru-

ments note that freedom to research can be legitimately

restricted by the state in those circumstances where other

interests, such as public health, safety, morals, or ethics

are implicated. The Charter guarantees freedom of

thought, belief, opinion and expression in section 2(b).

The Supreme Court of Canada has interpreted this

continuum of freedoms broadly. The state can limit these

freedoms but must be able to justify any restrictions

under section 1 of the Charter as a reasonable limit

prescribed by law in a free and democratic society. 

Based on the existing jurisprudence, it is likely that scien-

tific research would be found by the courts to fall within

thought, belief, opinion and expression and thus would

be protected by section 2(b). Although the experiment

portion of scientific research is physical conduct, the

Supreme Court has specifically noted that conduct 

that conveys or attempts to convey a message will be

protected. The state would have an opportunity under

section 1 to justify any restriction on scientific research

and if successful, the restriction would be found to 

be constitutionally valid. There is no jurisprudence

respecting a Charter right to undertake research and as

such, this issue represents a novel area requiring future

judicial interpretation.

It may be that there is a broad human right to enjoy the

benefits and applications of scientific progress. Such a

right might be relied on to argue that individuals have a

right to access life-saving medical or scientific technology

without state interference. A state restriction on access to

such technologies, backed by penal sanction, would
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engage a person’s rights under section 7 of the Charter,

specifically the liberty and security of the person interests. 

The final issue discussed was whether in vitro embryos

created through different processes and for different

purposes can be assigned different status. Embryos

created through parthenogenesis are currently considered

not to have the potential for human life. One could argue

that these embryos should be assigned a lesser status 

than in vitro embryos created for reproduction purposes

through the union of a sperm and an egg. If that was the

case, the creation of in vitro embryos through partheno-

genesis solely for research purposes would not likely raise

ethical or moral concerns in society. On the other hand,

the embryo may derive its status from the fact that it is

part of the human community and as such, creation solely

for research could not be justified. As biotechnology

advances, society may have to choose between the

creation and use of embryos solely for research, and the

access of persons suffering with serious diseases and

disorders to scientific cures and therapies derived 

from such embryos.
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